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adopted by the senate. The caucus
took no action, however, adjourning
the subject to the call of the chair.
The discussion of the class centered
chiefly on the tariff features- of 'the
western senator's recommendations.
Already Reduction of Wages,
Washington, D. C, May G. An investigation of wages and conditions
in the pottery industry was started
today by the department of commerce
TARIFF because of threatened reductions in
SAYS NEW
CONGRESSMAN
wages which certain "manufacturers
NABBED
' LAW WILL BRING RELICS OF THE climed would be necessary by the tar- MILITANT
SUFFRAGETTE
iff reductions of pottery in the UnderABOUT TO
JUST AS SHE WAS
WORLD TO CLOTHE "OUR wood bill.
OLD
The Investigation probabindusto
other
extended
be
will
ly
BLOW UP A LONDON HOSTELRY
PEOPLE."
tries.

DEMOCRATIC

DENOUNCED

PLACED A BOMB

RAGS
BY

AT ENTRANCE

MR.MONDELL

OFJTEL

FILLED WITH AMERICANS.
Secretary Redfijld expressed the determination to get at the facts as to
ASKS THAT ALL OF
the present conditions in the pottery
industry. If a decrease in wages fol- PARISH CHURCH IS
THEM BE STERILIZED lows the passage of the tariff bill he
will have statistics to present to conGOTTEDBYFIRE
gress to show comparisons between
Washington, D. C, May 6. The ad- piesent and future conditions.
ministration and income tax features
London, May 6. A militant suffraof the tariff bill remained to be dis- SECRET WEDDING
gette caught early this morning by
posed of today when the house conthe police in the act of placing a bomb
STORY FAILS TO
vened. Both sections are Important
at the entrance of the Grand hotel,
CONVINCE JUDGE which
,
is crowded with American
portions of the bill with many pages
of details that puzzled new members,
was brought up at Bow street
but their adoption virtually intact
Bath, Maine', May 6. The story of police later in the day and remanded
was confidently counted upon by Dem- a secret marriage in New York told by the magistrate for further inquirname of Ada Ward.
ocratic leaders.
Ermine B. Speer of Boston failed ies. She gave the
As the income tax bill approaches by
The bomb was in the form of a tin
that
Lowell
today
its day for passage in the house, the to convince Judge
canister to which was attached a lightsenate Is completing plans for its she was "the widow of former Mayor ed fuse. A placard bearing the words,
consideration.
Daniel Howard Spear, a millionaire "votes for women," was wrapped
senators have
it.
Many Republican
shipbuilder of this city, and her peti- around
SherSenator
drafted amendments.
The Grand hotel is situated on Tration for an allowance from the esman of Illinois has one to provide tate for herself and her child was falgar square.
that no provisions of the income tax disallowed. She was unable to proChurch Burned Down.
Bhall apply to any insurance company duce a
the
marriage certificate or other London, May 6. St. Catherines,
its
conducts
which
or association
evidence. She said that parish church of Hatcham, in the
documentary
and
business solely upon mutual plan
Mr. Spear wished the marriage kept southeast of London, was gutted by
only for the benefit of its policy hold- secret because it was contracted so fire this morning and the outrage is
ers or members.
placed by the police to the account
soon after his first wife's death.
The preferential of five per cent
died on December 21, 1911, of the militant suffragettes.
Spear
upon foreign goods brought in Amer- his nearest relative being a sister,
The edifice was well alight before
ican bottoms and the strenuous ob- Mrs. Myra Dean of Boston. Mrs. the fire was discovered and the roof
of
companies
jections of insurance
"Spear" swore that after she married clashed in soon after the arrival
against the income tax on the ground
she was admitted to the firemen.
builder,
the
ship
ultithat the policy holders will be
Except for the outer walls, and a
the Spear home as Miss Celinkard.
few pews. St. Catherines was demately burdened with greater premiums, were issues ahead when the
stroyed. The damage is over $."0,0(K),
bill was taken up.
Defends Government.
tour-U-ts-

Row Over Rags.
Representative Mondell got permission to offer an amendment providing that all rags imported must be
cleaned and sterilized, and delivered
a diatribe on "Democratic rags."
"The Democrats propose to admit
free of duty," he shouted, "the rags
of the world. Rags from the harems
of Turkey, rags from the slums of
London, rags from the purlieus of
Naples, and Rome, rags from cholera
and bubonic plague jcamps of the Balkan peninsula will be given to our
more
people free. I know of nothing
logical in a Democratic tariff bill
than free rags. We must have the
rags of all the world to come here to
clothe our people driven from employment by the Democratic tariff rates."
Representative Underwood pointed
out that Mr. Mondell's amendment
was unnecessary, because the rags
were cleaned before being admitted
to this country.
Attack Wheat and Flour.
Washington, D. C, May 6. Republicans from the northwest attacked
the free wheat and flour provisions
of the bill.
Representative Underwood defended free flour, declaring that the northwest would not be injured, and an
amendment to the bill was defeated.
Efforts to take lumber from the free
list and alter the wood pulp and print
defeatpaper schedules were finally
ed.
A Love Feast.
D. C, May 6.

Washington,

A

Democra-

love feast was
held as consideration of the taxing
to a
provisions of the bill drew
close. The occasion was the birthday of Representative Underwood.
Minority Leader Mann announced
that he wished to put aside partisan
feeling for a time and talk personalfifty-only. He told the house that
men in
ablest
the
of
"one
ago,
years
of day"
saw
the
first
life
light
public
and congratulated the Democratic
party and the American people that
during the 51 years of his life there
has grown to greatness and bigness
the able gentleman from Alabama,
Mr. Underwood."
Amid a roar of applause, from both
sides of the chamber, Mr. Underwood
thanked Mr. Mann for his congratulations.
In a short time, consideration of
the remaining paragraphs of the
infree list was completed and the
come tax section of the bill was
reached.
Enemy' of Free Wool.
The wool paragraph In the free list
brought about a defection from the
Represolid front of the Democrats.
sentative Sharp of Ohio, representing Democrats opposed to freea wool,
duty
offered an amendment placing
on twenty per cent on raw wool, the
rate fixed by the Underwood bill of
the last congress.
Representative Sharp defended his
Democracy by the statement that he
now proposed a rate which both
Speaker Clark and Majority Leader
Underwood had voted for In the last
congress.
tic-Republican

e

Representative

-

Fordney

attacked

Various
wool provision.
amendments including one to place all
manufacturers of wool on the free
list, were defeated.
Appeal To Democrats,
6
Senator
Washington, D. C, May
Newlands and other western senators,
and
contending for duties on woolDemo-cats
eugar, appealed to the senate
in caucus today for the adoption
of the Newlands legislative program.
The Newlands measure was reported
ty the rules committee thatyesterday
its varwith the recommendation
ious features be reported to approsenapriate committees. The Nevada
tor seeks to have the resolution first

the free

THIEF STEALS

'

143 $100
BILLS
COUNTERFEIT

GOVERNMENT

WAS USED TO

SEAL

FOOL BANK OFFI-

CIALS,

WHO

ANTI-LAN-

LAW

D

The
C, May
Washington,
land bill and its
California
effect upon the Japanese was not discussed by President Wilson with his
cabinet today at the regular session,
but some attention was given to the
Mexican problem.
Acting Secretary
of State John Bassett Moore, occupied Secretary Bryan's seat during
the meeting.
The president took up prospective
appointments in various states but no
announcement was made as to selections. The question of Saturday half
holidays for government employes in
Washington was also discussed but
no conclusion was reached.
A test of the constitutionality of a
California land bill in the courts is
proposed in a resolution introduced in
the house today by Representative
Britten of Illinois. The resolution
provides that the judiciary committee
draw a resolution directing the department of state and the attorney
general to take such steps as are necessary toward a judicial test of the
California law "with a view to its

PAPER.

Mrs. T. R.
Mo., May C
St.
formerly Mrs. Dora E.
Whitney,
Duxey, was taken today in an ambulance to Clayton, the county seat of St.
Louis "onnty. The purpose of the
journey to Clayton was to prevent the
forfeiture of Mrs.
bonds.
For ten days Mrs. Whitney, with
her husband, has been concealed at a
hotel in St. Louis. Meanwhile the
question of forfeiting her bond for
to answer an acher
cusation of bigamy has been dismissed:
H is charged she was the wife of
Dr. Loren B. Doxey at the time of her
marriage to William J. Eider, whom
she was acquitted of the charge of
urn rdering.
After the acquittal of Mrs. Doxey a
charge of murder aganst her husband,
Lr. Doxey, was dismissed.
Doxey
went to Tennessee to build up a medical practice, but failing in his efMrs.
himself.
forts, he drowned
Doxey then went west and last winter
it was learned here that she had married Whitney, a wealthy Idaho ranchman. Mr. and Mrs. Whitney now live
in Greer, Idaho.
was arrested
Mrs.
at Clayton shortly after noon today.
A deputy sheriff was placed in charge
of the ambulance in which she had
Doxey-Whitney'- s

Doxey-Whitne-

PRISONERS
SENT

e

STATE

An-gr-

TO

provi-sions'o-

THE

de-fo-

SYR A CUSE CALLS OUT

MILITIA TO QUELL RIOT

SENATE

COMMITTEE HE CAN NAME OTHERS
THE

WHO OPPOSED
COAL

LEASING OF

The meeting tonight of the chamber of commerce at the Old Palace
promises to be one of the greatest
meetings of Santa Fe Boosters that
has so far occurred in the history of
the town.
Everybody interested in
the welfare of Santa Fe is asked to SO DECLARED PRESIDENT BOYD OF
attend. The meetings of the chamIN
UNIVERSITY
MEXICO
NEW
ber of commerce arc open to the pubCOMMENCEMENT
AT
ADDRESS
lic and it is the desire of its officers
to receive suggestions upon all mat
SCHOOL.
OF ALLISON-JAMEters of common interest, and public
welfare. It is especially urged that,
all who possibly can, become members of the chamber and assist in MISS RODRIGUEZ
the work of building up our city,
RECEIVES DIPLOMA
Many weighty matters will be taken
The
up and discussed this evening.
money for back dues and accounts is
coming in and with the hearty coX
DR, DAVID R. BOYD
operation of all concerned the comA NOTED EDUCATOR.
ing year promises to be a big one In
'
results. Later on, when the memberBoyd, David Boss, educator,
born Coshocton,
O.,
ship has been enlarged, a complete
July 31, X
B.
of X
list of members and their occupations N ISO:! ; A.
University
will be published and it is sincerely
Wooster, 1S7.S; A. M. 1SS1, (Hon. X
hoped that every man Interested in X Ph. I; 1000); president I'niver-of X
the advancement and welfare
X
;
sity of Oklahoma,
Santa Fe will have his name on that X superintendent of education, Pres- - X
X byterian board of home missions, X
Remember, tonight at the Old Pal- X at the head of educational work X
ace at 8 p. m. make it a point to be X among Alaskans, Indians, Mor- - X
there and put in your application for X mons, Southern
Mountaineers, X
membership. ..Application blanks can X Cubans and Porto Ilicans, 1908 X
"tfie
he had from
president, secretary X to 1!H2; president University of X
or members of the chamber.
X
X New Mexico since March, 1912.
S

FIELDS.

"PRIVATE INTERESTS"
INFLUENCE CONGRESS
Washington, D. C, May 6. Gilford
Plnchot charged before the senate
territories committee today that private interests had held up legislation
to open Alaskan coal fields under a
leasing system and named former
Senator Guggenheim of Colorado, as

,'

MRS. WHITNEY FACES
CHARGE OF BIGAMY

TELLS

PINCHOT

MORALS

OF

FAILURES

LEGISLATION
GIFFORD

MEETING TONIGHT
LACK
PROMISES MUCH

CAUSE OF MOST

HELPED HOLD UP

an(i-alie- n

Oakland, Calif., May 6. The theft
$100
of one hundred and forty-threbills. $14,300 from an express pack
age sent from Washington, D. C, to
the Central National bank of this
citv. is engaging the efforts of a num
ber of special agents, and every mile
of the trail of the package from the
time it left Washington is being gone
over. When the package reached the
bank here and was opened, it was
found to contain merely clipped magazine pages of the size and weight
of the missing bank notes.
The bank notes were addressed to
the Oakland bank from the National
bank redemption office. Officials of
that office have notified the bank that
the package was properly sealed and
Rtamned before it was turned over to
the United States express company.
Officials of the express company have
assured the bank that the package
could not have been tampered with
before it reached Denver, and the
representative of the .Wells Fargo
company, which is said to have relayed the package from Denver, has
given the same assurance to the
bank.
Somewhere a counterfeit government seal was used and the wax impression that reached the bank on
the package containing valueless paper clippings has been pronounced to
be a perfect government seal. .
The discovery of the theft has been
kept secret several days in the hope
that special agents of the government and of the express companies
would be able to trace the theft.
No Trace of Money.
Denver, Colo., May 6. Officials of
the United States and Wells Fargo
Express companies today said the
companies were still aiding the government in the search of $14,300, supposed to have been stolen from a pack,
age consigned to the Central National
bank of Oakland, Calif., from Washington, but that no trace of the money had been found. The package was
r
Charleston, W. Va., May 6. A
transferred from the United States officials say it was in a sealed pouch
troons to preserve order at
to the Wells Fargo company, here which could not have been opened
at
about March 4, and express company during the transfer without detection. the polls during the city election
Bluefield was made on Governor Hal- field today by citizens of that town,
who nlleee Democrats are preventing
Republicans from serving as election
officials and because a Democrat clerk
The militia
refiiRed to slcn ballots.
company at Bluefield has been ordered
to be in readiness for service.
Syracuse, N. Y., May 6. Twenty-fiv- ral of the Immaculate Conception, only
busthe
of
the
from
blocks
strikheart
two
men, policemen and Italian
ers, were hurt in a pitched battle here iness section of the city. There were
of
tcday and the mayor and sheriff have riots also in several other parts
decided the militia shall be called out. the city. All ambulances in thethe wounded .to the hospitals.
The revolvers of the
police were
Firemen rushed to the scene, coupmatched against guns, stones and
led hose and poured powerful streams
clubs of the strikers.
Wis., May 6. John
Cumberland,
Two of the strikers were mortally uponjhe strikers, driving them back.
,
The strike started a week ago. The Lair, 22 years old, and Miss Kate
wounded. Eight policemen were hurt,
four of whom are in file hospital suf- men demand an increase of wages,
20 years old, were drowned in
fering from wounds inflicted by bricks but the contractors rejected their
when the
the laborers, about 200 in num- Lake Montgomery today
and stones.
boat In which they were riding capThe riots, which were the outcome bers and nearly all Italians,, have
the streets dally, and have tried sized.
of a laborers' and hod carriers' strike,
Lair and Miss Denhew had been enwhich has been in progress here, were to induce the other laborers to stop
week. They were near
for
gaged
work.
cathed
fiercest in front of the Catholic
e

GUGGENHEIM

C

D.

Doxcy-Whitne- y

RECEIVE ENVELOPE

FILLED WITH VALUELESS

CONGRESSMAN ASKS
SAYS
FOR LEGAL TEST OF

When the debate was resumed this
alternoon, the premier defended the
government course, saying it was consistent with the best traditions of
British statesmanship.
He regretted that he found himself
at variance from his colleagues on the
tuff rage question and greatly as he
would regret severing himself from
(he prosecution of other great causes,
he w ould lay down his offices if his colleagues ever suggested that they did
not feel justified in following a government, the head of which was opposed
to them. ,"They never did that," declared the
ptrmier, amid cheers.
Mr. Asquith said the bill created
new voters and it had never
Mrs. Whitney's trial on the charge
teen approved by the existing elec- of bigamy was set for June 9. A bond
for $1,500 was given and Mrs.
torate.
was driven back to St. Louis.
He continued, "Would our political
fabric be strengthened, would our leg- Her attorney said she would bo takislative fabric be more respected; en to a hospital at once for an
would our social and domestic life be
enriched, would our standard of manners, (and by manners I mean the old
OF
fashioned virtues of chivalry, courtesy
on
TO AZORES
of the sexes
and
one another) be raised or refined if
TRIAL
THEIR
FOR
v.omen were given the vote?"
oii
would"
course
of
"Of
Cries
they
Lisbon, Portugal, May G The Porall sides of the hall.
all
The premier strongly denied that tugese government has dispatched
arrested for
wo- llie political prisoners
of
been
had
neglectful
parliament
to overmen and said he saw no evidences that complicity in the last attempt
on
Sunday,
the
throw
republic
present
the
wanted
a
whole
I ritish women as
April 27, to the Azores for trial and
vote.
punishment.
Acquith May Resign.
About 200 of the prisoners were
In opposing the woman's suffrage
marched at dawn yesterday on board
commons
of
house
today
bill in the
steamer Cabo Verde, which has
Premier Asquith said he would resigu the
chartered by the government. She
been
K his colleagues in the cabinet ever
sailed
immediately, bound for Terceira
suggested that they did not feel justi- island, where the accused are to be
fied in following a government, the court martialed in the fortress of
head of which was opposed to them.
the capital of the island.
The Portugese premier was questioned last night in parliament on the subSELECTING JURY
that the prisoners had
and
ject
f
TRY JOHNSON been sentreplied
to Angra under the
the law giving the government
for the
Chicago, 111., May 6. The process the right to choose any place
of getting a jury to try Jack Johnson, trial of political prisoners.
the negro prize fighter, on a charge
the Mann white slave act
( f violating
DAY IN CONGRESS,
c ntinued in Federal Judge Carpenter's
court here today.
Senate.
chosen by
The twelve veniremen
Territories committee resumed hearthe government yesterday were tenGifford Pindered to the defense for examination. ing on Alaskan problems,
chot. testifying that private interest
was
of
designed
The line
questioning
which would
to disclose whether the veniremen en has held up legislation
Alaska.
have
developed
tertained prejudice against miscegenaHouse.
tion, pugilism or the negro race.
Resumed reading of the tariff bill,
G. A. Cifford, of Elgin, 111., admitted
the
that he was prejudiced against the de- under five minute rule, continuing
list.
free
the
fendant because of the suicide of
fighter's white wife.
TROOPS TO PRESERVE ORDER.
.

NO. 72
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one of the men who had exerted his
influence to prevent such legislation.
He told the committee that he could
get the names of other men in and
out of congress, who were In opposi-- j
tion to the leasing system. Mr. Pin- chot had been called to give his opinion of the bill for the government aid
in the construction of Alaskan mih
roads.
He was asked why, in Ills opinion,
legislation to develop the Alaskan
coal fields had taken so many years
ito get through congress.
of
"Do you mean that members
congress have been influenced by private interests against such legislation?" asked Senator Lippitt.
"I mean what you all know, that
private interests have great influence
in congress," returned Mr.
Pinchot.
There was strong opposition from
to the passage
(Senator Guggenhe'-jof tha leasing bill. There were oth-- !
ers. I can get the names if you want
them."
Raps Pennsylvania.
Washington, D. C, May 6. The former forester declared that in his judg
ement the government should operate
railroads in Alaska. He believed in
'the leasing system for mines. He
ladded that if the government had
possessii n of the coal fields of
'pennsylvan'a there never would have
iheen such "political corruption" as he
Isaid existed in that state,
Mr. Piuchol advocated the retention
:in government possession of all
of power" in cool, oil and water
'power.
"Power," he said, "is the greatest
The curtailment
ifool of civilization.
of sources of power is the main reason
for the high cost of living."
Mr. Pinchot v.s the only witness
.today. He cpoke for two hours and
is expected to filo several written communication with the committee.
Former Secretary of the Interior
Walter L. Fisher Is expected to ap
pear tomorrow.
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CHARGED WITH

St.'.ouis,

EMBEZZLEMENT.

May C

A federal war
of H. C. Baseler,

rant for the arrest
paying teller of the Third National
bank, who is charged by the officers
of the bank with the embezzlement
et $15,000, was placed in the hands
of a marshal today. Information filed
by the assistant United States attorney general charges Baseler with the
in the years
embezzlement of
1511, 1912 and 1913,.

STATE

TROOPS

DEFEAT THE

That there is a large population in
New Mexico practically unschooled;
that (raining for an industrial occupation seems useless in these days of
dean ever impending
vice, and that most of the tragedies
and failures in the business world
may be traced to a moral delinquency much oftener than to any lack of
intelligence of business ability these
were striking assertions of Dr. David
Ross Boyd, president of the University of New Mexico and a well known
educator of the southwest.
The occasion for Dr. Boyd's adexerdress was the commencement
cises of the Allison-Jame- s
Presbyterian schools held last night at the
labor-savin-

g

First Presbyterian church and

"fac-Itor-

FEDERALS

s

fav-me-

1

discussed-Wednesda-

a

A

RECREATION

CONGRESS.

Richmond, Va., May 6. Delegates
from 533 American cities are gathering here for the fifth annual recreation congress. Among them are leaders of the public playground movement from many states. Zumas
Mrs. August Belmont and P.
of educaP. Claxton, commissioner
tion, are among those to speak. Theodore Roosevelt is honorary president
of tht organization.
WAS SHE MURDERED?
Detroit, Mich., May 6. The county and city police today are seeking
to identify the body of a young woman found late yesterday in a foot of
water in Fox creek beneath the Cadie
road bridge in Grosse Pointe, a fashionable suburb. Murder is suspected.

e

GIRL CHOKES HER LOVER
cHND BOTH DROWN
Den-hew-

d

i

at-

tended by a large audience including
pupils and teachers of the schools.
Dr. Boyd came up from Albuquerque fo deliver the class address and
he spoke for an hour or more, pointing out the best methods of educating children today and contrasting
COL HILL ARRIVES IN TIME TO EXE- man in his environment with 'animals
in their surroundings, and showing
AND that man alone can
MOVEMENT
CUTE FLANK
adapt himself to
'
deserts, and all
mountains,
valleys,
GOVERNMENT
PLAY HAVOC WITH
climes from the equator to the arctic
regions. He wound up with an earnFORCES.
est plea that a useful education be
brought closer to certain people in
Nogales, Ariz., May C The result New Mexico "who are hungering for
of yesterday's battle above Guaymas knowledge" and went on record that
apparently was favorable to the btate his university is trying to get closer
troops. During the fighting in which to the people, to meet the needs of
the federals advanced against the this age and land.
Exercises Begin.
state troop base at OrMz, the govern- ,
exercises beThe commencement
ment forces were surprised by an at
was but one
8
m.
There
at
p.
tack from the rear.
gan
JUDGE GOFF WILL
Forced to retreat the federals lost graduate to read an oration Miss
DRAW TWO SALARIES 200 men under Colonel Luis M. Bar-- Lola Rodriguez, who performed the
Her enunciation
ran, captured with their commander task creditably.
by the insurgents. The flank move-- was clear and she made a very
Washington, D. C, May 0. Senator
Her theme was
was executed by Colonel Ben-- ! orable impression.
.Nathan Goff of West Virginia, will rejamin G. Hill, whose insurgents last "Modern Esthers" and she
his
senatorial
aside
from
salary
ceive,
took Torin, a town south-- the careers of Frances Willard and of
of $7,500, an additional $7,000 as the
iJane Addams
of
east
Guaymas.
rull pay of a retired fedeial circuit
arforce
Hills
a
Following the oration the school
hard
march,
By
judge, making his compensation dur- rived in time to engage in the fight children sang "Beauteous Night" from
ing his term in the senate equal to and assaulted the federal rear with the Tales from Hofmann, while Miss
the salary of an associate justice of
such vigor that the government forces Runnion accompanied on the piano.
the supreme court.
Superintendent Schaub introduced
retreated toward Kmpalme.
Trace-v.il- l
the
of
Comptroller
Treasury
Dr. Boyd as the orator of the evening
DENY AUBERT'S SURRENDER.
"today granted the senator's ap
Eagle Pass, Texas, May 6. Reports and stated that it gave him great
plication for salary as a retired judge that General Trucy Aubert, command-e- r pleasure to do so in view of the fact
under law authorizing full pay to any
of federal forces in northern Mex- that Dr. Boyd and he had labored tofederal judge, who, having reached" the
had surrendered to the consti- gether in other states as well as in
ico,
age of 70, resigns after ten years of tutionalists last week apparently were New Mexico. He referred to the
service on the bench, The comptroller
without foundation, although announc- president of New Mexico University
ht Id that a retired judge performed no ed
by officials connected with Carran-z- as one to whom he had looked for
not
did
judicial duty and consequently
advice and counsel and as a "Coheadquarters at Piedras Negras.
held a "position" within the meaning
Mr. Schaub declares that
Carranza personally in- worker."
Gtovfernor
of tho statiits prohibiting a govern formed the Associated Press
today New Mexico, the fledgling state needs
ment employe
drawing salary
to
Ho! that General Aubert had retreated
fiom two government positions.
(Continued on page three).
con- Monterery.
seemed
such
the
out
that
pointed
clusion of the senate in admitting
Judge Goff in view of the constitutional provision that no person holding
other offices under the United States
shall be a member of either house of
congress.

IN LAKE

the middle of the lake when the
suddenly tipped aver.
Many witnessed the accident,
were tunable to aid. Lair reached
overturned boat In safety, but
seen to swim to the aid of the
She grasped him about the neck

boat
hut
the
was
girl.
and

It Al

-- v

:PC?r
DR.

both sank.
The bodies have not been recovered.

'

W?ilr
DAVID

ROSS BOYD.

President of the University of New Mexico.
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PAGE TWO

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

TUESDAY, MAY

6, 1913.

the Hudson" and "Reality on the
Mains."
He served continuously for over 30
7
years of actuul service in the Sixth
Mid Seventh cavalry, until he was appointed ordinance sergeant. He participated in the northern campaign
Proagainst the Cheyennes In 1878-7tected parties laying the Northern Pacific along the line for three years.
Participated in campaign against the
White Mountain Indians at the time
GREEN SWEEP OF LAWNS AND ORthe incident occurred when Remington
He
DERLINESS MARK IT AS AN OASIS spoke to him of his appearance.
was in the campaigns
against the
IN A DESERTWHAT PROPER Aj.aches in the southwest in I8S'-and was with the troops that captured
THAT
WORK HAS DONE.
Geronimo. Participated in the sup
WE
pression of the outbreak of the Sioux
and other tribes in the winter of
WHEN YoV
WfTH
THE SUPERINTENDENT
also against the rustlers
IS!)0, 1891-3- ,
STOCK
OUR
and horse thieves In Wyoming, and
AND HIS CAREER was called to
GOOD GOODS.
Chicago during the rail
road strike in 1S94. Was called out
THEM TOR.
in the
war in 1S9S,
Little is known and little attention was sent to China in 1901 and finished
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YOU
is paid to the Xational Cemetery of his
service in the Philippines
foreign
Banta Fe, yet it is one of the beauty
AND
AT A FAIR.
and was finally retired in 1908 at Fort
spots of this city, and, in fact of this Sneliing, Minn.
WET STAND
region. Located on the
He is a member of several military
Successfully and Speedily With
hill, southwest of the main part of the
and naturally thinks a
organizations,
seems
EVERYBODY LIKES A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF APPLAUSP
town, situated in a region that
lot of his membership in the National
not to bloom, adjacent to the historic
APPRECIATION SHOWN THEM WHEN THEY KNOW THEY HAVE
Veterans. He has medals
Indian
War
DONE A GOOD THING. WE ARE ALWAYS TRYING TO MAKE A HIT
old Catholic cemetery, and opposite
and none he loves better than
WITH THE PEOPLE IN OUR COMMUNITY BY HAVING A NEW FULL
the St. Catherine Indian school, bor galore,
his sharpshooter's badge which runs
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dering the Denver & Rio Grande raila
of years. The captain
road tracks as they sweep around the through series
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at
sciences
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for
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tidiness. An Vermont,
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tain Chapman, of the regular army which
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afternoon's walk to this beautiful,
paid him the tribute in an address de
park-likplace is well worth the while. livered there of saying that he "was
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A visitor from Tennessee
emollients.
who was
the truest soldier that Norwich ever
bere a few days ago, and who went to
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lutd or that the army has ever known.
Phone 14.
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Libcr .l sample or each mailed free, with
Phone 14.
this bit of t'ncle Sam's possessions re- His earnest
32 boo' Address "Outioura." Dept. 6. Boston.
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with
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men should shove with Cuticurii
marked that it was better kept than
tk ai' bhaviug atick, liuc, Liberal bmuiIu frae.
experience as a cavalryman
any of the six national cemeteries in years'
have made us into 'bow legs' from
that state.
'dojigh boys.' "
Not only is there much of beauty to
He was promoted to sergeant when 200,ii!ii) pounds of Montana
see there, much of historic reminis-t-nce- , he first enlisted and was standard at 2! cents.
much of note of those who have bearer in both the Seventh and the
Vi ry little old wool remains, while.
been prominent in the nation's history, Sixth
cavalry, known in those strenu- new wool is coming in slow.
and more especially in the history of ous Indian
fighting days as "The Gal
City Council Tonight The
the southwest, but the trip is worth loping Sixth" and
city
"The Fighting council
will meet at the county court
even
on
to
meet
its
interfoot,
taking
Seventh."
ltou?e tonight to take up important
esting superintendent and his hosWe wandered through the cemetery.
pitable wife. The card he may give The sergeant stopped before a grave. matters, including the proposed pavN THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ing of Palace and Dos Caspar, avenues.
)ou bears only these words: "A. C. E. "When I was first
of
von N'yvenheim, Superintendent Na- "K" of the Sixth sergeanteach Troop All those interested are invited to atODS, Electricity plays a most importroop tend the
cavalry
meeting.
tional Cemetery," but when you meet then had ten scouts
attached to it,
tant part. The grandfather would
this gentleman and are able to draw and one of them was a
Indian
him out you fiud that you have not vho had been a Carlisle Navajoand who
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-hom- e
GIVES BAD CHECK
man,
only met the right man for the posi- could disguise himself so cleverly to
ern
and why ail this lieht? To
TO GET DOLLAR
tion, but a remarkable character.
lcok like a Mexican that he could ob
No wonder the cemetery looks as it tain whisky, and the result was that he
make the home more homelike to make
does. No wonder the lawns are green, got all ten of my scouts drunk. There
Memphis, Tenn., May 6. Louis De- the home the most pleasant spot on earth
though he was told last June when he is his grave, and his name, you see laney, 24 years old, whose mother
came here that they could not be made was Tippy Clegan where he got that lives in Denver Colo., was pennrie'ss
for father, mother and children. Good light
so. No wonder there is an air of order- rame I don't know, for he had another ai:d hungry. He hadn't eaten for two
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
liness and trimness about the place as one, which I do not remember." The days, and to him a real bed had be
well as an atmosphere of silent and captain pointed to another headstone. come merely a recollection.
desired. eloquent dignity, for in the truest "There is the grave of Navajo Jake
of
Pondering on his dire need
sense that life can give, that record the silversmith. He made a canteen money, he happened to pass by the
can write and that man can speak, Mr. cut of half dollars and used a dime display windows of the National Cash
for a stopper." The canteen, which is Register Company. Second and Jef
mjii Nyvenheim is a soldier.
The news man walked out Johnson a beautiful piece of work was after- ferson avenue. The sight of the cash
street until he came to the handsome wards seen and is a cherished sou- registers caused an impulse which con
gate, which the superintendent is re venir. Here too, is buried a third nected with the thoughts of money,
want-nustoring to its original beauty, by bring- scout of the sergeant's troop. His and inspiration came to his
and insignia name was Hasteen McCharn, who was bered brain.
ing out the
of the nation in gilt. Every thing a sort of an artist He drew nothing
Entering, he told the manager, P.
about the place is ordr itself, and by but pictures of railroad engines, and M. Manning, that he was a merchant
There too, or Paragould, Ark., and was in the
indefatigable work, by the constant he drew them correctly.
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trast against the emerald of the well
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trimmed sod. The trees, too, are good other scout, the boy "Loopie."
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuA visit to the house unfolded many for $31, the manager giving him $1 in
to look at and about the walls are
cash.
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
stories.Beautiful
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some
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said
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planted ivy vines,
Delany ate and slept. Monday night. '
would not grow, but which under the from China, hand embroidered, ones
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keeper's deft hand are showing their similar to which the American and later.
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Manning after packing the
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day and night Estimates and full inforscarcity
rise and stood before the substantial
was bogus.
The medals that the captain has inmation cheeerfully given.
house, where in bronze a tablet conThere were tears in the prisoner's
tains the immortal speech of the Im- clude one from his service in China, eyes when he told his
to
Btory
mortal Lincoln, in simplest and most with his rank in Chinese letters, when Bacon in the police court. The Judge
judge
was interpreter for the German,
enduring words, those which he spoke he
ordered that Delaney be held to the
at Gettysburg. The view to the south American and British forces. Papers
grand jury on a charge of forgery
is a superb one. The captain stepped he possesses are fabulous relics, writ when
Manning stepped forward.
inside and brought two field glasses, ten in German, and embodying the
for
the
of
Pekin
government
plans
the smaller one, he remarked, in the
most casual way was one that his after its occupation by the powers.
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for his service in
grandfather carried and used while Some other medals
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historic field.
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there and said what Richard Harding wagons besides those required for the
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has to be trained for it and also must
have an opportunity to study that environment."
The speaker cited the experiments
and trips made by Peary on the Ice
before attempting his great feat the
discovery of the north pole!
Change of Occupations.
Dr. Boyd emphasized the futility of
preparing for certain occupations and
cited instances where inventions had
thrown hundreds and thousands out
of their "jobs." He told of one man
be knew who had to change his occupation no less than seven times and
made a success In each new environment. "Why?" asked the speaker.
"Because he was an educated
man
rom the start."
An Isolated People.
The speaker dwelt on the educational problem of New Mexico and
pointed out the work of the Allison-Jame- s
schools.
"These schools," he

thing disheartening to see the number Boyd was applauded enthusiastically.
of good people just hungering for InFollowing an announcement made
formation
following a very brief by Mr. Schaub, concerning; the work
of the Allison-Jame(Continued from page one).
schools
schooling.
next
".Something must be done to reach year, Miss Rodriguez was presented
j
I
men of Dr. Hoyd's character and
all the people of the community
with her diploma.
brains.
At the conclusion of the exercises
have received a pathetic letter from
Or. Boyd's Address.
one asking 'What shall I read?'"
pupils and visitors held a social hour,
Dr. Boyd spoke as follows:
Dr. Iioyd told of the ambitions
of many persons being introduced to Ur,
Restored to Health by Lydia
"A few years ago I made the as-- I
the state university to get in closer Boyd,
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
cent of Peak No. 10 in Colorado up
touch with the people at large and to
Visits High School.
to an elevation of 13,000 or 14,000
meet the necessities of the age.
Accoimuiied by Judge John 1. McFIe
Compound.
find Superintendent. Schaub, Dr. Boyd
feet. Coming down from the peak
our
of
"Some
my companion and I almost stumbled
friends have declared again and again visited the high school yesterday after- I sufferer for
Elkhart, Ind.
into a ptarmigan's nest. For a momlvnui. All the visitors delivered brief'
we must train the people for occupafrom
inflammation.
ent all of the ptarmigans were out of
years
organic
addresses.
Dr.
in
tions. We nil know that
former
Iioyd met the gradutemale weakness,
except the mother but we
sight
class
west
and
middle
of
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ating
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days
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pain and irregulari
soon discovered the little birds just
were obliged to use tools. Everyone some words of advice about attending
ties. The pains in
We pick- ONLY SIXTEEN MORE WORKING DAYSTIME emerging from their shell.
could use tools. In the development their state university. The AlbuquerSATURDAY, MAY 24TH
my sides were ined up two of them and carried them
of cities this development naturally que visitor seemed much pleased with
creased by walking
down with us to an altitude of 9,000
IS FLYING -- ARE YOU TRYING ?
was lacking because there was no the Santa Fe scholars.
or standing on my
feet. The little birds were able to
of
work. Other
such
Dr. Boyd left for his
special need
home this
feet and I had such
react just a few minutes alter they
development replaced it. See how morning.
awful bearing down
inThe
shell.
from
their
Cer-emerged
many today can run motors.
was defeelings,
bird
of
adolescence
that
fancy, the
tain it is we have more people with
in spirits
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pressed
was of just a few moments.
mechanical skill than ever before.
and became thin and
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education
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a
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fact
properly
carpenter. Why?
today
OF CANDIDATES
eyes. I had six doc
of
means a training of the young
Because the introduction of the plan-- j
any
tors from whom I received only tempoing mills which do so much of the
species to react successfully.
relief. I decided to give Lydia E.
rary
ess
of human life is given over to
&
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a fair?
carpenter's work better and more
the time for forming habits, for fixing
trial and also the Sanative Wash. I have
rapidly. The carpenter today is not
But sixteen more working days re- tribution is as follows:
One Thousand Dollars In Gold Coin. and pursuing purposes. TIME is rethe man he was a quarter of a cennow used the remedies for four months
main in The New Mexican's great
being's
and cannot express my thanks for what
tury ago. The division of labor has
$5,000 prize contest, and every candi- To be. awarded the candidate securing quired because the human
the development is determined by hahlts
robbed him of his trade.
they have done for me.
date in the race is striving with the greatest number of votes in disas to
" Jf these lines will be of any benefit
formed, and the resultant character,
"Well do I remember years ago I
might and main to attain supremacy entire contest, regardless
or personality which buds forth in
before the final day Saturday, May trict- limitations.
refused to wear any but a hand made THE OLD AND THE NEW SCHOOL you have my permission to publish
them." Mrs. Sadie Williams, 405
Four $450 Story and Clark Pianos, adult life."
24th. Miss Flora Akers of this city
shoe. A factory shoe was considered
Learnard-LindemaBOARDS MET LAST NIGHT, THE James Street, Elkhart, Indiana.
of
out of place for a man who could buy
now holds first honors, while Miss (purchased
The speaker then described a pupone hand made. Yet today we considAdelaida Candelaria of Albuquerque, Co., Albuquerque, N. M.) To bt award py he had seen which seemed to have
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prove this fact.
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predict that a machine will yet be inchanges In tne line-uvented that will solve the labor probtil the close.
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gets skill. "A man is always grow- - la the bills pnd leaving the new with
To be awarded tne candi- OTiiilirQn1 tr,rlnv dnoe tint vpncll nut nr
We can help you Denver.)
your own hands.
hence. I pray Clod that this ing and he must be trained to get but very little unfinished transactions gave up their places around the large
years
i
num-elates
the
fourth
having
highest
&t a yery
p,u,t of om. ppQ. woman," (referring to t
t.iblo to the new members, who filed
only by telling you how, but it is up
graduate ai01)K with neoDle." he declared. to take up.
Vl luu luu' U,D
,ulc 1U
to you to get the subscriptions. Sub
The retiring
AVhen
time came for the old their oaths of office.
pie. Here in New Mexico we must of the class) "may go to her people "Getting on depends more on our
the
admit that education misses, some- a short
in their struggle for ed- - sociates than on
to adjourn sin die, Superintend
them
aid
members,
however,
board
scriptions get votes and votes get
lingered
else."
The
I.
C.
S. Scholarships, (se- LQW
Four $75
anything
ucation.
The difficulties that con- - speaker made a plea for young men ent Wagner asked to be beard and in time to witness the inauguration of
prizes. Follow our lead and the viccured through Mr. MacCurdy, State
tne mouutains of tne southwest
one are
We must get all(j women to "pick the right kind of J vvell chosen words expressed his high the new board. Superintendent Wagtory is yours.
To be L.orQ ara tu. nn(, . ,la)f m,ionR ot front
Agent, Albuquerque. N. M.)
ner acted as president pro tem and
in touch with the people; we must
GET TO THE TOP OF THE LIST. awarded the candidate
companions," so that they may have rtsard of the personnel of the mem-takthe
having
into consideration their heredi- - wholesome thoughts and useful ideas, bers of the retiring board. In bis ex- - calted for nominations for president.
Every candidate who occupies an fifth highest number of votes in each people who have 'missed' in some
and there
way. Pupils drop out of school at the tary descent and
traditions.
obscure position in the list must of the four districts.
We;aiuj g0 that the words of our mouth perlence as school superintendent it ColonelnoSena was nominated
of the adolescent age. must do the best we can.
further nomination he was
lhas been his lot to be associated with! being
beginning
come to the front now to win. There
very
our
ami
of
heart
meditations
may
t,e
Four $25 Gold Watches, (purchased It was the old idea that character
men of fine spirit and unanimously chosen to succeed himself
is room at the top; come on up and of H. C.
"We must ever remember that we be acceptable to Him Who will
Yontz, Jeweler, Santa Fe, N. was formed in the infant part of life.
show your friends you are a winner. M. To be
but
he
a
confronted
abilities,
us
gave it out candidly as president of the new organization.
ward
by
large population
adequately."
awarded the candidates We a agree
t0(lay that this is un- - practically unschooled.
It is surprising how many people will
It
is some-At the conclusion of his address Dr. lase evening that never had it been In accepting the trust President Sena
or
me
sixm
number
naving
mgueH
true; that character is formed in the
bis good fortune to have as directors thanked the new board in the follow
assist you when you show signs of votes
in each of the foi r d.stricts.
is pretty
It
adolescent
period.
ol school affairs men with more abil- ing neat remarks :
prosperity. Did you ever notice, peoIn all there are twenly-fivprizes well acknowledged that most of the
Ladies and gentlemen: I desire to
and
ities devoted to the cause of educa
ple always cheer the winners
six for each district, besides
the failures, the sorrows
back them with their support and in- offered,
tragedies,
tion with such interest and zeal than thank you very much for the honor
the grand prize $1,000 in Gold. The of life today are due to a moral de!the board just retiring. He thanked yen have "conferred on me in electing
fluence. Stand high when the next
rather than to a lack ot inannouncement of the standing of can- total valueORexceeds $5,000.
members one and all for their uniform u e as your presiding officer and exlinquency
WRITE
CALL ON CONTEST
I
didates is published
telligence or of business capacity.
Thursday,
courtesy and careful consideration in ecutive heud, and can assure you that
EDITOR.
Lis administration of the schools the it is an honor that I prize very highly.
Simple Virtues.
May 8th and you will receive votes
Further information rcgaiding this
was elected as
"The failures in the great business
that are entirely unexpected.
past year and expressed the hope that Since the first time
great prize contest may be had by world only too often may be ascribed
in the future as in the past a member of the board of education
he
A POINT TO BE REMEMBERED.
might
calling on or writing the Congest Edi- to a lack of the SIMPLE VIRTUES
and advice on some seven years ago, I have made it
have their
Candidates who took subscriptions tor of The Santa
Fe Kew Mexican. such as truth, honesty, and purity. 1
a rule to be prompt in my attention to
school
contest
of
the
questions.
first
part
during the
Contest phone 31.1.
the
to
the meetings, and it is with pride that
declare
that
do
not
hesitate
for three months and other short
On motion made by Senator Catron
1 can
alone
virtues
ac) 0f these three
say that in all that time I have
terms should make a return call, as
Mr. Seligman, it was
and
seconded
by
con-Foley Kidney Pills repay your
not missed over ten meetings. I have
about many horrible failures,
brings
a number of these subscriptions will ndence
the
voted
that
remarks
unanimously
-in their healing and curative
determined at all times to give my
one of the unfortunate conditions
soon expire. If the subscription was
of Superintendent Wagner be made a
qualities. Any kidney or bladder dis- we have to face is the impossibility
best services to the public schools
a new order when first secured it will ease
of
the
of
minutes
the
part
meeting.
not beyond the reach of medicine to know what we have to face a
find all the time T nossiblv could, and
count as such again. Be sure and
Senator Catron then asked pernils-:- , i)(aiIRVo tll.lt , ilavt, llot faiiPd in the
state when sending in these second vill yield to their use. Mrs. Cordelia quarter of a century from now. We
sion to spenlc and in his able manner past
"I
had
our
cannot
Mo.,
Copeland,
environment
Ardeola,
what
says:
and.j can novv asgure y0Ut ladies
predict
payments whether subscription was
lo rpvipwpil tlio wnrlr nf tlm lintii'l 17i and gentlemen,
that in the future I
old or new, during what period first kidney and bladder trouble for over a will be nor what that of our pupils
of
He
the
the
past, eight years.
spoke
shall try to do as well if not better,
year and 5 bottles of Foley Kidney will be. Those ptarmigans I found on
payment was made, etc., and you will Pills
sevvaluable services rendered by the
and to rule over this body with the
cured me." It is the same story the peak were well and happy at an
receive full votes. For instance: if
eral members in tho time past in pro- utmost
impartiality and good faith. I
you secured a subscription during the from every one who uses them. All altitude of 13,000 feet but when their
viding for Santa Fe the best education- hope that I shall have your support
first period for three months you say, "they cured me." The Capital environment was changed, they died.
al plant and equipment in the state and
"A giraffe, it is well known, cannot
good will and I shall faithfully
would have received 4,000 votes; if Pharmacy.
ot Xew Mexico. In this connection he
to
his
is
if
live
try
help the new members with my
environment
changed.
that subscriber will extend subscripspoke of the good work of Mr. Fritz little experience.
I thank you.
tion nine more months you will re- ..Subscribe for the Santa Fc New An artificial clime has to be provided
inwas
the
when
Muller,
government
Mrs. R. J. Palen was elected vice
ceive 14,000 more votes on the same. Mexican, the paper that boosts all for him. No irrational animal can go
to
duced
donate the military reservapresident and Superintendent Wagner
COMPLETE LIST OF PRIZES
the time and works for the upbuild-in- outside of his environment and take
tion to the public schools of this city. was
clerk of the board. A
can
care
man
himself.
of
But
adapt
The list of prizes and manner of dis- of our new State.
Mr. Catron told how the board had few matters demanded the attention
himself to any environment, whether
worked to make these schools what rf the new board, after which an ad- it be the poles, the mountain top, the
they are today, the best asset that the jcurnment was taken.
THE ALLISON SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.
valley or under the sea! But man
city of Santa Fe had. In closing, ho
President Sena announced the folVOTING SCHEDULE
said that although retiring his inter lowing
standing committees:
in
est
the schools would not wane and
Finance W. G. Sargent, Mrs. R. J.
and subscription price of
eO-EDUQ- A
as a private In the ranks and as our Palen, F. F.
Gormley.
representative in the senate oj the
Teachers Mrs. R. J. Palen, F. F.
THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN (DAILY), NEW MEXICAN REhe
United
would
be
States
always
JILLISON-JAME- S
Gormley and the president.
VIEW (WEEKLY) AND EL NUEVO MEXICANO
ready to help our schools.
Buildings and ground?; supplies
(WEEKBefore dropping the gavel, President F. F.
Gormley, Mrs. A. M. Bergere and
LY), ARE AS FOLLOWS:
Sena, with much feeling, addressed W. G.
Sargent.
Girls
for
School
to
in
Allison
Kan.
That the
His plans for the future have the board, speaking with much earnSanta Fe, the
the schools
leaving
Health Mrs. A. M. Bergere, Mrs.
not been determined.
He will be ac- estness, in part, as follows:
nd Mary James School for Boys two education of girls.
K. J. Palen, W. G. Sargent.
Mr. Schaub pointed out that the companied to Kansas by Mrs. Schaub
The board ot educa
Gentlemen:
prominent Presbyterian Institutions in
Auditing W. G. Sargeut, Mrs. A.
his
and
to
family.
have boys all ol
tion which has served
for several M. Bergere, Mrs. R. j. Palen.
this city, will be run next year as original idea was
THIRD PERIOD
FOURTH PERIOD
Thanks His Friends.
years having now concluded its la- one school for girls to be called the one age in the Mary James school.
F. F.
Judiciary The president,
Prom May 5th to May 17th
Before leaving Mr. Schaub paid a jbors, before final
From May 19th to May 24th, in"Allison-Jamewas the decla "But," he added, "boys grow and this
school''
adjournment, I wish Gormley, Mrs. R. J. Palen.
the following? votes will be
the
clusive,
following votes will be
In
to
his
to
on subscriptions :
not
a
was
idea
tribute,
make
few
phrases,
graceful
and
supracticable."
express
remarks,
ration of F. L. Schaub, the retiring
Mr.
was appointed as chairissutu on suuscriptlons :
in school and church work; my deep gratitude to the retiring mem man ofSargent
The superintendent stated some of
NEW MEXICAN.
the field day and May fete
NEW MEXICAN.
perintendent of the two schools.
" bers for
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to
and
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friends
"in
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other
the difficulties which have confronted
the unanimous courtesy with committee to act with Messrs. Selig
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Old or
Old or
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NEW MEXICAN REVIEW OR EL
ing up these ties is a source of great ment let me say to you that it is a
MEXICAN REVIEW OR EL
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of
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The
for
this
change
NUEVO MEXICANO.
Mr. Schaub made another announce- sorrow.
I wish to thank one and all source of regret for me to have to
NUEVO MEXICANO.
PRICE
VOTES
PRICE
VOTES
policy were several. It was found that ment and that 'was his resignation for the encouragement shown us here part with you.. all. You have at all
Old or
timnn
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the Presbyterian school in Albuuer-- owing to ill health. He will leave in our work
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New
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that the success that I have achieved Which so Many Mothers Have Suffered.
as your chairman during the last
three years of my administration, have
been due to your good will and to your
earnest desire to
with me
for the best Interest of the public
schools of Santa Fe. Naturally the
executive head of the board has to
take charge of all matters that come
up at times when It would be Impossible to call the board together, and
ii.: exercising thut function. I have at
all times tried to carry into effect
the will of the majority of the board
!f.nd always found with
satisfaction
V
thnt what I have done has been sanctioned and approved by you as soon as
1
jtlie board met. I wish to say that I
Tt 1r a pily more womon dn not know of
lam, indeed, exceedingly sorry to lose Mutlifr's
Frleii.l.
Hero l a rpmp.lv that softens
the
from
the
musclps, cimblps ilinu to expand without
and
for
board,
jyou
speaking
strain upon ttie li'nim-ntami enahlesl
For Miss, Mr. or Mrs.
myself as a. member of the new board any
women
to bo tiirotiKh
without pain,
or any of the dreaded
of education, I wish to ask all and each naiiKea, morning xlcknessmaternity
fiymptoinK m familiar to manv mother.
There Is no foolish Hint
irf you to continue that same interest
Address
do not dwell upon pain and
that you have had for our schools, as The thoughts
for all such are avoided.
Thoasanda of
women
no lonwr resign themselvea
I for one shall always be
to th
glad to lis- thought
Klrknens and distress are natural.
that
ten to your wise suggestions for the They know better, for lu Mother's Friend they
have
a
found
wonderful, penetrating remedy to
The board of banish all those
good of our schools.
dreaded experience.
This coupon, when neatlv dinned out.
It Is a subject every woman
education for the past years has
should he fami,aa.-liar
and even thongh she may not requlra
with,
achieved
a
success
until today, such a remedy, she will now and then meet
filled in. and brought or sent to the Contest
great
of
prosiiectlve mother to whom a word la
without fear of contradiction, I hon- some
time ahnttt Mother's Friend will come as a wonThe New MexicanSanta Fe, N. M., will count Department
as I vote.
estly believe we have the best public derful blessing. This famous remedy is add
all druggists, and Is
THE MARY JAMES SCHOOL,
Sl.oo'a botlle.
schools In the state of New Mexico. by
Do not roll or fold. Mail in flat
It Is for externa! use only, only
and la really worth
Where Boys have Been Taught For Some Years and Which Will be Consol idated With the Allison School for
packages.
Its weight In gold.
to the Brad.
Write
In conclusion, gentlemen, kindly ac- - Held
Regulator Co.. 127 Lamar Bids.. Atlanta.
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JUDGE GOFF SAYS
JURORS RAISED THE
STANDARD OF DUTY.

MR. MOORE OF OKLAHOMA HAS A HUNCH
hE WANTS

TO TAKE THE MIDDLEMAN'S HAND
SUMER'S POCKET AND KEEP IT OUT.

OUT OF THE

6, 1913.

CON-

He Praises Work of Extraordinary
Oklahoma City, In the state of the
Grand Judy Which Investigated Posame name, has a habit, for which W.
lice Corruption In New York.
13. lloore is alone
responsible.
Jloore went to Oklahoma with a
New York, N. Y., May C. The seven
hunch; he wanted the ultimate conc onths' investigation of corruption in
sumer and the producer of farm prothe New York police department by
man.
duce to wallop the commission
an extraordinary grand jury after tha
Not that he had any particular dislik
indictment of former Police Lieuteu-fiii- t
for the middleman, but Moore is a disCharles Becker and four gun men
ciple of efficiency and wants it carried
death for the murder of Herawaiting
into the home.
man Rosenthal, the "squealing" gamb-In- ,
For years Oklahoma City had agiended today.
District Attorney
tated a municipal market.
Newspa;
Whitman notified Supreme Court Juspers favcred the idea and public speaktice Goff that the jury's .work, .was
ers udvo. a ted it, but Moore, who went
finished and the jury was discharged.
lo Oklahoma City as secretary-manage- r
The jury convened
in accordance
of tha chamber of commerce, was
with the instructions of Governor Df.
the man who made the market a rehad been in almost continuous session
ality.
from October G until a recess 'was
Truck peddlers howled.
taken twenty Mays ago. Among the
They declared the market would ruin them.
of its labors was the indictment
Moore intimated he should worry and
of four former police officers now on
lose sleep.
Some merchants fought
trial.
the plan. Moore said peddlers could
"You have rendered a great service
hawk tin ir wares save on market
to this community," said Justice Goff,
days, when they must confine their ef
in discharging the
jurors. "You have
forts to
market street and pay 50
collectively and individually
raised
cents for tpace. Free space was given
our standard of civic duty to such a
farmers and truck growers.
'
high degree that I am sure the citizens
or this city feel a sense of
The people went to the market idea
deep
a
like
hatching of ducklings to the
'
neai'PFt mill pond. Rich and poor got
the basket habit and three days a
OIL COMPANY WANTS UNCLE
week basket parties replace bridge or
SAM TO GRANT TITLE.
gossip socials.
The farmers pocket more money
Cheyenne, Wyo., May 6. Hearing
of the suit of the Mid West 0$ com
than u hen they dealt with the commisW. B. MOORE.
sion man. The basket buyer gets
pany for title to 4,000 acres of oil land
fresher vegetables for less money and In 1903 he became commissioner of. near Caspar, Wyo., is scheduled to
a greater variety than ever before.
the Receivers & Shippers' associalion begin in the United States District
The open air market has bivtn way of Dayton and when this organization court here tomorrow.
to a temporary market building. Farm- - consolidated with
the chamber of Ernest Knaebel of Washington, assistant attorney genera4 and A. h.
tie willing to pay small rentals now commerce Moore was secretary-man-sel- l
of Los Angeles, United States
their wares in the shade. Fric-- i uger.
. ,
Hon let ween peddlers and farmers has
As ,i member of ihe.'v DavtiW 'citv attorney for the southern district of
passed; the peddlers sell fruits the council' Moore served as chairman 0f California, will assist the local federal
farmers do not raise, so it. works well the finance and other important com- - officers in handling the case for the
ail aiouud.
ine company entered
m it tees, lie is a director of the Amer-- ! government.
Mo: re, the idea man, is a native of lean Association of Commercial
llle land' wllich ,ater was witn- 01 awn rrom
entry by President Roose- Hayt.ii, Ohio. Work is his hobby and cu lives and vice president, for OUla- l f.cr. iition.
He was a boy when he licma in the Southern Commercial velt. President Taft restored the land
vent to work for the National Cash Secretaries association, and he or- t entry and later congress enacted a
his poultry Register company
as stock clerk. ganized the Oklahoma Development statute under which it was withdrawn
J
.
When
new
last
fall
has
he
a
lease
the
concern
taken
left
he had held commission for the development
of!'Again.
inr,
In the interval between the restora
en life and his batting is like that of pot;!' Ions in 13 departments and was the state's natural resources.
tion and the second withdrawal, howABOVE
WORLD.
THE MEN WHO ARE SHOCKING BASEBALL
the Napoleon of five or six years ago. sec;?tary of the building committee.
And
he
doesn't
like
middlemen
the
ever, the company had sunk a number
FRED FALKENBERG, MANAGER BIRMINGHAM, JACKSON GREGG. BEl.ajoie is still the king of second baseof oil wells and made other inmrove- LOW, CHAPMAN AND LAJOIE.
oi
man
men, the
pivot
Jments. The company now seeks to
DEMOCRAT WANTS
The great calamity in Omaha WaS fnrno iUa
the infield Jackson is the
:jt
.mire, mnn
Everything points to an airtight Naps' game. lie has shown the fans
CALIFORNIA
CUT
center fielder whose defensive work
quickly
by the terribly to the property.
more than any man who has had the
hptween four or possibly live
INTO TWO STATES. disastrous floods in Ohio. Great sufhis batting.
equals
pen- position.
Around this trio Birmingham
vclubs for the American league
has
fering and sickness from colds an'ff'ex-posurNEW PARK SELECTED.
Birmingham has the nerve to try
built up a combination of youngsters, Senator Sanford, of Ukiah, Suggests
resulted. L. Poole, 2217 Calinant.
with
new when confronted
something
indiAvoidance
of
Contamination With fornia St., Omaha, writes: "My daughAlthough appearances might
including Johnston, a splendid hitter
Sacramento, Calif. ,May 6. A new
a situation demanding action. He
Inhabitants of the North.
land fast base runner, on first, and
ter had a very seve cough and cold state Redwood grove was approved
cate that the eastern teams are strongoccasto
meet
the
his
switches
lineup
ut Foley's Honey and Tar Compound today by the lower house in
the lightning shortstop,
er than that of the west, no real comChapman,
passing
ion; he restorts to every trick in the
Sacramento, Calif., May G. A pro knocked it out in no time." Refuse
whose batting, base running and fieldparison can he made until the clubs
Assemblyman Weldon's bill appropriof
team
a
to get runs; he has
game
to
divide
the
state
of
clash.
California
posal
sections
two
substitutes. The Capital Pharmacy.
ing were the sensation last year in the
representing the
ating $75,000 for the purchase and
who run the bases
a i Tehachapi Pass, naming the northAmerican association.
The Athletics and Washington are fast young players
management of the Branscomb Redsome-to
were
as
if
get
ern
they
trying
half
"California," and the remaind
In addition
to his pitching star,
IMMEDIATE EVACUATION. , wood park, in Medocino county. The
the strongest eastern teams, and here.
Cleveland has shown up better than
Gregg, Manager Birmingham has the er "South California," is made in a resLondon, May 6. King Nicholas of total cost of the grove is to be $250,-00olution inlroduced in the senate this
"Pepper" is Birmingham's middle
come-bacA commission of five
a
Fred
human
without
r.ny of the teams in the west.
was informed today that
Falkenberg,
Montenegro
name. The old, listless Cleveland
The club is well equipped to land silver, who has performed splendidly; morning by Senator John B. Sanford, the international squadron blockad- salary will care for the park.
When the Athletics, Washington
more.
no
team
is
Under
Birmingham
cf
Ukiah, Democratic national com- ing the Montenegrin coast has been
in one of the first three places.
In Willy Mitchell, Blanding, Steen and
nfad Boston meet Cleveland, Detroit,
the man are on their toes, fighting for
instructed to arrange with him the
Gregg the Naps have one of the great Baskette, and his recruit southpaw, mitteeman.
Chicago and St. Louis, the test will
A man living at Auburn, New York,
about
of
instead
sitting
everything,
The resolution sets forth that Cali- immediate evacuation of Scutari, acof the day a
come.
cap- Cullop, from whom great things are
pitchers
had a severe attack of kidney and
like men with the sleeping sickness.
fornia
is
Clevein
able of going and winning 38 or 40 expected. The team is well fortified
inadequately represented
Under Manager Birmingham,
cording to a dispatch from Vienna. It t ladder trouble.
Being a working
Cleveland may not win the pennant, games with the sort of support he Is behind the bat. '
the United States senate as compared is not stated whether the internationland is a different team from , those
not wanting to 'lose time, he
man,
will
to
team
does
to
it
that
the New England states, and that al troops are to occupy the city.
them
But the thing that makes Cleveland
which have represented the city since but the
getting.
cured himself completely'--' by -- using
the organization of the American h.'tve to play ball all the way. It takes In Joe Jackson and Lajoie the club look better than' ever before is that some means should be provided for
Foley Kidney Pills. A year later he
u lot of beating to take a game away has two of the
greatest batters base-- Birmingham is playing new baseball-b- all giving this area additional senators. ..Subscribe for the Santa F Kew says: "It is a pleasure to report that
league.
In
from
the
these
his
to
the
senator
the
oc
Naps
days.
takeB
has ever known. Lajoie, supposed the kind that wins games.
resolution,
Birmingham has added brains
Mexican, the paper that boosts all the cure was permanent." His name
casion to remark;
the time and works for the upbuild is J. A. Farmer. The Capital Phar
"That territory known as 'south of Ins of our new State.
"
r
an exhibition of finger billiards and
1 5
2
i.;acy.
Philadelphia
the. Tehachapi' is peculiarly
adapted
GRAND EXHIBITION BY fancy shots which brought down the
Steel and Armon and McLean;
to become a state and
house, and the evening's entertainBrennan, Seaton, Mayer and Killifer, geographically
is populated by a class of people who
ment was brought to a close by an
Dooin.
are politically, morally and chemically
exhibition of Chinese pool which capEXPERT SPEARS
pure, and do not wish to be contamiped the climax.
At. Brooklyn
An effort was made to have severcontact
i
0 nated by being brought into
.4
National League.
Brooklyn
with the inhabitants of the northern
al local players accept Spears chal"
i
3
2
ELECTRIFIES
Chicago
CHAMPION
Club.
Won. Lost. Pet.
BILLIARD
lenge of 100 or no count, but without
and part of the state; and the rest of the
Cheny and Archer;
4
9
.092
Philadelphia
plate should set off to itself so that
HIS avail.
WITH
Rucker
Erwin.
LARGE GATHERING
and
Miller,
13
7
.050
the real genuine Progressives and
Tonight at the Elks' club Spears Chicago
10
7
.58S
POOL has been engaged for a full evening's Brooklyn
Democrats of southern California may
ESE
WONDERFUL
At
Boston
S
11
.597
be given an opportunity to 'flee from
an exhibition St. Louis
.;
performance,
covering
2
Pittsburg
10
9
.526
BRINGS DOWN THE HOUSE-W- ILL
game with a local player, a lecture Pittsburgh
2 the wrath to come' and seek 'a haven
3 9
Boston
S
S
New Yofk
.500
Such are all the recent developments of the
T HlfC
Hendrix and ICelly;
CHIC CVUIDITinki
PI IIP on now t0 play tne same, exniDiuon
Perdue
and of rest' among a class of people who
4
12
.250
Oil CAnlDlllUn HI LLAd wLUD of fancy shots and Chinese pool, and Boston
are only human, but not 'angels'."
Brown.
00'
4
Cincinnati
14
all Elks are requested to be present
The resolution goes on to provide for
TONIGHT AT 8. P. M.
(10 innings.)
together with their friends. Eight
the question of state divissubmitting
American League.
o'clock tonight at the Elks Club.
ion to the people to be voted on at the
At New York
bilClub.
Won. Lost. Pet. 'Cincinnati
1
fi 12
Last night at the Montezuma
I'ext general election. The resolution
13
3
liard rooms, the lovers of the great WASHINGTON U. SEEKS
8 14
3 was referred to the committee on fed
SlSiNew York
Philadelphia
TO COMPETE IN REGATTA. Washington
(Visible Models 10
11
4
11)
.733
'American gentleman's game of bilSuggs, Brown and Clarke; Tesreau, eral relations.
G
13
Cleveland .
.687 Dtmaree and Meyers.
liards were treated to one of the
New York, N. Y., May 0. Graduate Chicago .
13
9
,591
greatest exhibitions ever witnessed
There is hardly an American worn
12
.429 INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM
In this state. Old time players who Athletic Manager Ralph A. Horr, of St. Louis
a. who fails to pay the penalty of
were present, and who in years gone the University of Washington, Seattle, Boston .
11
.389
DISCUSSED IN SPRINGFIELD. her sex at some time or other. Pain
14
.300
by played with, or witnessed from has filed on behalf of the varsity crew Detroit .,
lays its merciless hand upon her it
time to time the exhibitions of ex- a request for an invitation to compete New York
15
.118
Springfield, 111., May 6. The initia- may be that dreadful backache, those
in
to
be
the
as
Ives,
Schaefer,
such
Carter,
regatta
perts
nertive and referendum was assailed as bearing down pains,
Sutton, Slosson and others, were sim held on the Hudson river off Pough'
Western League.
s
vousness, irregularities or the
to
of
giv-econtrol
exhibition
governpoplar
keepsie on Saturday, June 21.
ply electrified with the
Club.
of a displacement
Won. Lost. Pet. opposed
is the penit
ChiThe telegram is now in the hands of Denver .
by that expert Spears who by
1
.933 ment by Charles H. Hamill, of
alty of sex To all such women in
i,..U
th way, is practically unknown in Morton P. Bouge, chairman of the St. Joseph
10
this condition
6
.025 cago, and William J, Butler, of Spring
Lydia E Pinkham's
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this western country. The wonder is board of stewards of the
' Among these developments are:
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.G00 field, and lauded as a means for pro Vegetable-Compoucomes as a boon
extime
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giving
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wasting
Regatta association. He will Omaha
Pud
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Built-i.533 moting
The
Decimal Tabulator which makes the decimal tabulatblessing.
simple
remedy
Carl
verdict
legislation
by
popular
when
the
hibitions
general
call a meeting of the stewards at once I.es Moines
0
8
nade from roots and herbs which
.429
ing mechanism an integral part of (he typewriter.
of
J.
Fred
of his audience was that he should be and if the eligibility rules governing Sioux
Vrooman,
Blooinlngton;
C
has brought glorious health to more
The Tabulator Set Key which eliminates all hand setting of the
9
.400
City
contending for the world's champion- the Washington crews accord with
Kerr, of Belleville; Samuel Alschulem, suffering
tabulator stops.
4
women than any other
10
.280
Topeka
of Aurora; John Fitzpatrick, of Chiship, with bright prospects of landing those in vogue at eastern universities Wichita
The Column Selector which determines, by the stroke of a single
2
12
.143
that great honor.
cago, and Daniel L, Cruice, of Chicago,
the invitation to row against Cornell,
key, the exact point on each Lr.o where the writing is to begin.
In the straight rail game which op- Columbia,
before
the
members of the lower
The Adding and Subtracting Remington (YVahl Mechanism)
Pennsylvania, Syracuse
which
WAS HE BEATEN TO DEATH?
ened the' entertainment he had pit- and Wisconsin in the four mile varsity
house today, sitting as a committee of
combines in one typewriter, and in one operation, the functions of the
San
Jos6.
Francisco,
Calif.,
May
who
his
him
son,
although eight-oareted against
machine and the adding machine.
the whole.
writing
race will in all probability
B. Queen, a nephew of Richard E.
not an expert is sure to make good, be requested by the Washington Uni
National League.
, The resolution, which has passed the eph
Every one of these new devel
a patent medicine magnate,
Queen,
it his play of last evening is to be versity Athletic association.
be
Thurswill
taken
Senate, probably
opments is an evidence of the perat Brooklyn.
Chicago
died
today at an emengency hospital
petual leadership of the Remington
judged.
Spears the elder found it
day.
Pittsburg at Boston.
of injuries received at unknown hands.
hard to get thoroughly acquainted
Typewriter. Illustrated booklet
Cincinnati
at
New
York.
He was found Sunday morning but
descriptive of ail recent Remington
with the cushions, and time after McCARTY WILL MEET PELKEY.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
A slight cold in a child or a grown was unable to account for his
improvements, sent on request
time while making his run of 100 the
injuries.
American League.
holds possibilities of a grave He is believed to have been beaten and
Calgary, Alberta, May G. Luther
person
balls would line up, making it necesNo
games scheduled.
will meet Arthur Pelkey in
nature. Croup may come on suddenly. robbed by footpads.
sary for him to really play 18 inch aMcCarty
American Association.
bronchitis or pneumonia may develop,
balk line, instead of the ordinary 24.ten round bout here Saturday, May
Minneapolis at Milwaukee.
Tommy Burns received a wire tosevere catarrhal troubles and con
NEW CAPITOL FOR MISSOURI.
straight rail. His wonderful control
iiiworporaceaj
from McCarty accepting condiday
masse
shots
his
Jefferson City, Mo., May ?. Consinipiion are possiUe results. Foley's
the
of
balls,
daring
with
to
and
a
tions
match
agreeing
and
a
cold
of
Tar
his
new
Honey
a
state
Compound
1645
struction of
nips
$3,600,000
perfect judgment
coupled with
Champa
at the outset, cures croup quickly, capitol for Missouri began here today.
strange cushions were the wonder of Pelkey.
a
checks a deepseated cough, and heals It is expected that the building will
National League.
the onlookers. After completing
COLO.
DENVER,
New Mexican Want Ads always
iu flamed membrances.
At Philadelphia
The Capital be ready for occupancy by the close
run of 100, and which might have conSt. Louis
3 11
I harmacy.
of Governor Major's administration.
tinued on indefinitely, he then gave brina results. Try it .
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TRUST CO.

May C The Luua
has been witnessing
a demonstration of
gasoline tractor,
Minneapolis by the
Machinery company. A sirelch of road three and a
half miles long was taken running east
jfrom the corner of the townsiie, and
the giant machine was put to worn.
At first, it pulled one Austin & West-cgiant grader, no previous plowing
being done. The grader acted as a
plow and nicved the dirt at the same
time on the 80 foot grade staked off
It moved at the
by the surveyors.
miles per
jrpte of two and
incur. Later another grader was attached, and a huge drag as well. It
made a good crown on the Si) foot
roadway at the rate of one mile per
day, and at a cost, Including wages
jo; men operating the same, of about
$15 per miU Of course, the road is
!not. in condition to travel, and will not
jbe until it rains, so that the dirt may
be packed. Packing with the tractor
H a simple operation, however, as each
icf the drive wheels oMiio engine are
inches in width, and with a road
j4
roller attached, it has a rolling capacity of H feet. Last Friday the 151
jPaso county road board, consisting of
(.lodge A. S. Kylar, Alfred Courchesne
land H. n. Camp, came to Peming to
'see the tractor work. Judge Kylar and
jMr. Courchesne expressed themselves
!as very much pleased with its opera-jtion. The Kl Paso board was taken
for a short trip over the valley in the
afternoon, and they took train at.
for El Paso.
Deming, X. M
county road board
for tin; last week
the BiB 4 thirty-sixtmanufactured in

Does a General Banking Business

Enierson-Urmitinftha-

Your Patronage Solicited
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

President.

J.

B. LAMY,

t.

FIRE! FIRE! LAST NIGHT!
X

Fire comes

44

by

J property may be next.
S

Your
If not protected see

threes" in Santa

Fe.

O. C. WATSON i& CO.
the Largest Fire Insurance
Companies in the World!

Representing

15 of

REAL ESTATE

INSURANCE

SURETY

i

BONDS.

1

Phone, 189 J.

Myn-Itiu-

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

119 San Francisco St.,

personals Bi

THE ROAD BOARD
IS INSPECTING

CAPITAL $80,000 00

N. B. LAIGHLIN,

s

MEW JERSEY SOLONS

MEET

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

IN

SPECIAL SESSION.

Trenton, X. J., May 0. The two
houses of the New Jersey legislature
met in special session at noon today
under a call issued by Governor Fielder for the consideration of three sub
reform, which is advocajectsjury
ted by President W ilson; constitutiona
'convention, and small boards of free
holders. The message of Governor
Fielder pointed out the necessity of
taking affirmative action on all three
j

subjects.
104 DON

GASPER ST.

Telephone

9 W

MULLIGAN Sl RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone,

66-6-

1

The Democrats, in caucus, agreed
jupon the appointment of live members
jot each house to constitute a joirfl
committee to which shall be referred
all bills introduced.
The Republicans at their conference
agreed to stand by the Read bill which
provides for the appointment of juries
by circuit judges.

30 Main.

McGILL

Next Door to Postoffice.

BROKE
ll THE AMERICAN

yvA

I

the Real Facts In Regard to
Her Case and Tells How She
Suffered.

Gives

j
I
i

Jn
IF.YOU BUSINESS MEN
power of first-claonly realized the business-buildin- g
stationery, you would choose yopcown Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
And, if you wanted to make your business stationer)'
ss

100

efficient,

you would specify

Jonesboro, Ark. "I Buffered a com- plete break down In health, some time
ago," writes Mrs. A. McGill, from this
place. "I was very weak and could
not do any work. I tried different
remedies, but they did me no good.
One day, I got a bottle of Cardui. It
did me so much good, I was surprised,
and took some more.
Before I took Cardui, I had headache
and backache, and sometimes I would
cry for hours. Now I am over all that,
and can do all kinds of housework. I
think it Is the greatest medicine on

earth."
In tha nast fiftr rears, thousands

Water-Mark- )

The De Luxe Business Paper

really productive.

Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
Let us show you samples.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS.
N. M- Santa

Appetite is more
than mere hunger

JUST RECEIVED

A little food eaten with a relish does us more
real good than a lot of food eaten from a sense of

hunger. That's why we use flavoring extracts.

D

0

Moreys

Solitaire,
EXTRACTS
are carefully extracted essences, pure, piquant
and they impart a flavor that lasts. Ask your
grocer for them all flavors.
"The Best the Grocer Con Deliver"

The Morey Mercantile Co., Denver, Colo.

Another car load of
Boss Patent Flour.

a

a

News-Heral-

PURE FOODS
Monarch Canned Gocds,
Richelieu Canned (foods,
Hunt's Hand Peeled California Canned Fruits.

CHASE & SANBORN'S
Tea and Coffee.

H.

S.

KAUNE

&

CO.

Where Prices ar Bast
'
For Safe.'Qualitv.

Comes in plain shades only, very stylish and servicable, only

M

rminjmruxrij-uiinjvvnJinriJTruurLrt-

P

INSURANCE
THE BEST ANY MAN CAN HAVE

Look at the loss on corner of Plaza for
which our companies w ill REIMBURSE INSURED.

DOES IT PAY?

B.

JOSEPH

mode rn

: WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE? j
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
e
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," all
a
can
cook
on
which
you
dishes,
chafing
meal, and the percolators w hich w ill make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
high-grad-

THE STAR BARN

Fresh Vegetables

RECEIVED

Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

310 San Francisco St.

Phone 139.

You Money.

Telephone a Trial Order. Phone 214 J.
We Buy and Sell for Cash.
WHOLESALE

RETAIL.

AND

-:-

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
16 Galisteo St.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr., - 1

aHENRY KRICKes
DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manilou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

m
OB

FOR HATCHING

$2.00

FOB

13 EGGS

The early hatched Chick makes
the Winter Layer I
EGGS

FRESH

THE

FOR

Washington State Winesap and
Black Ben Apples.

I

ORANGES

1EM0NS

QRAPE-FRlil- T

PINEAPPLES

Mexican

CHURCH

GENERAL ASSEMBLIES
ATLANTA, GA.

May 14th to June 1st.
Round Trip Rate from Santa Fe

CHAS. A. WHEELON,
Phone

204

J.

315

Dates of Sale, May

Palace Ave.

to IJ, 1913.

10

EXTENDED RETURN

LIMIT

with

MAYES
INSURANCE

Call On or Address,

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
New Mexico

Santa Fe, - -

Fire, Life, Accident
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

What the frost Did Not
Get the Bugs and

REAL ESTATE
Farms
Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc

City Property,
.,

joint
By depositing tickets
agent at Atlanta, not later than
June 10th, and payment of $1 extension of final limit may be obtained to reach original starting
point not later than midnight of
June 30th 1913.
For Further Particulars

Insects Will!
Unless you act right now.
RHODES'
Do not delay.
PATENTTREE PAINT will

Surety Bonds

GIVE YOU ABSOLUT E PROTECTION

Of

All (Kinds.

Telephone 194 W., Room

NOW IS THE TIME.

U

LAIGHLIN BUILDING,

5NTAFE

-

NEWMEXICO

cratch Pads ct all descriptions as
Strawberries Every Day
all Qualities, 10 pounds for SO centi
Want Ads always
ivui New Mexican office.
rtiruutrmnruiruuvrtr nriuvuiin
brine results. Try it.
New

PRESBYTERIAN

TABLE.

DAILY

NEW CARROTS
CRYSTAL WAX ONIONS

i

miiiMttiiiimtli

laSTCIiTTIDES

v

AND RETAIL,

WHOLESALE

-

Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

refrigeration.

-

Flour

Hay, WeGrain
Can Save

Our Most Complete Garden List

-

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

POMES.

and always kept under

RADISHES
PARSLEY
SPINACH
CUCUMBERS
CELERY
CALIF. HEAD LETTUCE
CAULIFLOWER
TENDER ASPARAGUS
NEW BEETS
NEW CABBAGE
BERMUDA ONIONS
YOUNG ONIONS
GREEN PEAS
GREEN STRING BEANS
NEW POTATOES
DENVER HEAD LETTUCE
ARTICHOKES
SWEET POTATOES

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY

Fruits
are our " long suit."

-

-

W. A. WILLIAMS,

EGGS

COMPANY

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

S.C.Buff Orpingtons

ivy

MANAGER,

HAYWARD,

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
::::
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE, I'M Y WARD HAS IT.

THE

HAS MURDERER OF
PHAGAN GIRL BEEN
FOUND AT LAST?
Police are Holding Possible Suspect
in Houston; Bloody Clothes Discovered in His Room.
Houston, Texas, May 6. The police
announced they would hold Paul P.
Bowen, and bloody clothes found in his
room pending the arrival of Atlanta
letters
officers.
They said many
feund in the trunk bore Atlanta dates,
that some of them were signed "Mary"
ond others "M. .P." There also, were
letters apparently showing business
connections with Atlanta firms.Bowen has given his age as 22. He
refused to discuss his arrest.
Mrs. A. Hlanchett, the police informer, said she heard Bowen talking to
himself, saying: "Why did I do it? It
I could just live it over again I would
not do it!"
Bowen said he had worked in At
lanta for a transfer company. He declared he did not know Ihe Phagan
girl. His trunk contained dozens ol
pictures of young women.
f
Atlanta-,'"May 6. Lfttle is known
conin
a suspect in Houston, Texas,,
nection with "the mysterious murder of
X
Mary Phagan.
whether
Attempts . to ascertain
Bowen was in Atlanta at the time of
the Phagan murder have been unsuccessful.
Solicitor General Dorsey stated that
no action would be taken toward bringing Bowen to Atlanta until additional
information was received from the police at Houston.

5

yd.

INSURE WITH liAVWARD AM) REST CONTENT.

n

JAPANESE COLONY

35c

PHONE 180.

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,

Cart-wrigh-

Foster-Milbur-

NEW CLOTH,

CORDTHE

ENGLISH

REGICIDE;
SUICIDE
IS

old-tini- e

per yard.

Pretty, Dainty Patterns, only

MRS. W. LtNBHARDT

WAS

CO

GOODS

DRY

Ginghams.
Egyptian Tissue 25c

MILLINERY

ft

Its not a new idea, but one
well worth considering when
you buy your Groceries. The
purity and wholesomeness ol
all foods sold in our store
Is your best kind of Health
Insurance for you. Inferior
goods are not sold by vs. We
leave that to those who wish-tHIGH
take chances.
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
LOW AS THIS QUALITY
WILL PERMIT Is the basis
uoon which we want our
P.'ease
reputation to rest.
remember this.

impressiveness, and all that makes stationery

Reduction TjADOLF SEUGil

Francis C. Wilson left today for Las
IN A LI- Vegas, on business.
Perry Cassldy lias returned from a
trip to the Kspanola valley.
Attorney George S. Klock, of Albuquerque, is here on legal business.
Roy B. Cutter and J. T. McCabe, of
l.ordsburg, are visitors in the city.
.Mr. and .Mrs. V. H. Gleason, tourists
from Boston, are at the De Vargas
125 Palace Ave
hotel.
The Auction Bridge club was entertained yesterday afternoon by Mrs.
cH
Kegel.
('. It. Troxel, of Artesia, is visiting
cH
inends in the city, and is stopping at
Hie De Vargas.
Colonel W. S. Hopewell, the well
Athens, May (1. Alejo Schinas, who
known resident of Albuquerque is here ;ftiBassinate.l King George of Greece
'on March IS, at Saloniki, committed
on railroad and legal business.
.Miss Katherine Zook will entertain isuicide this morning by flinging himabout 10 young people tomorrow after-i- self out of a window of the police station in that city,
oon in honor of her birthday.
Schinas was a native of the town
Major S. Rice, of San Antonio.
Texas, is a visitor in the city, lie is ol Volo, Tliessaly. He kilted the king
,by shooting him in the back while he
stopping at the Montezuma hotel.
of
.Mrs. Victory, of Garcia street, en- ;vas walking along the streets
accompanied by an aide de
tertained the Daughters of the AmerijCamp.
can Revolution yesterday afternoon.
He gave as a nexphination of the
Clyde C. Baldwin, formerly a rancher of Moriurty, has taken a position crime that in 1011 he had applied for
with the Santa Fe Products company. assistance al the king's palace and
Tomorrow, Wednesday, the follow- ihad been driven away.
A few days ago the doctors examing ladies will not be at home: Mrs.
Charles M. Stauffer, Mrs. L. C. Hall ined Schinas and announced that he
'was dying jf tuberculosis.
and Mrs. Karl M. Green.
Mrs. H. C. Lewis, of Portland.
FEARS FOR KING'S LIFE.
Oregon, is the guest of her niece, Mrs.
II. S. Bowman, of Marcy and Hillside
avenues.
Paris, May ti. Rumors of anarchist
Jas. Sweeney left this morning for. designs against (lie life of King
of Spain during his coming
Ptcos forest reserve, going out. by
He Visit here have caused considerable
horse and with a pack animal.
will be employed in the forest service anxiety to the police authorities of
Paris and to the French government.
this summer,
Comprehensive precautions' are beMrs. .loli.l W. Mayes leaves today
to prevent
any outrage.
with her children for her old home in ing taken
southern Texas, where she will visit The king left Madrid for Paris today.
a few weeks among relatives and
A WORD WITH WOMEN.
friends.
Miss Anna Porter of Kstancia, dep- Valuable Advice for New
Mexican
uty county treasurer of Torrance counReaders
in
the
is
friends
viHiling
capital.
ty,
Miss Porter was formerly in the newsMany a woman endures "with nohl
paper business, and at one time one
the daily misery of backache,
patience
of the owners of the Kstancia
ffains about tne hips, blue, nervous
disorE. A. Hitter, a prominent civil en- spells, dizziness and urinary
ders, hopeless of relief because she
who
been
has
of
Colorado,
gineer
doesn't know what is the matter.
stopping at the De Vargas and who
It is not true that every pain in
has been visiting and transacting
business here with Francis C. Wilson the back or hips is trouble "peculiar
and others, left today for his home in to the sex." Often when the kidney3
such
get congested end inflamed,
Colorado Springs.
Judge R. II. Hanna, K. R. Paul and aches and pains follow.
You can tell it is kid ey trouble
S G.
have returned from
attending Scottish Rile reunions in If the secretions are dark colored and
Guthrie, OKla., and in Wichita, Kan. contain sediment; the passages are
Don't exThey are mire than pleased with their too frequent or scanty.
tiip and with the splendid condition pect them to get well alone.
Doan's kidney pills have won the
of the lodges In those states, which
are growing and active and where praise of thousands of women. They
t lie work is put on with efficiency.
are endorsed at home Read this
H. R. MeGibbon, who is connected Santa Fe woman's convincing statecomwith the Santa Fe Products
ment:
pany, returned yesterday from a three
Mrs. Bernarda R. de Eseuerdo, 10C
days' trip through the Kspanola val- Griffin St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says:
Mr. MeGibbon reports that the "I have Just as
ley.
high an opinion of
prospects for a prosperous year and Doan's Kidney Pills today as when
a fine fruit crop are excellent. With I
publicly recommended them in Janthe possible exceptiun of the peach
1907. For about a year I was
uary,
efto
crop, the frost has not seemed
bothered
by dull ache and weakness
fect other fruits.
across my loins and kidneys. I tired
Judge W. II. Pope, of the T'nited
brought on
States district court, has been invited easily and any exertion
Hearing
the severe pains in my back.
and has consented to deliver
of,
commencement address to the gradu- Doan's Kidney Pills highly spoken reI was induced to try them, 'the
ating class of the New Mexco Nor- sults
beyond a doubt that
mal University.
Judge Pope, whose this proved lives
up to representaremedy
had
in
is
Santa
has
Fe,
headquarters
The cure it hos brought has
tions.
a
as
lawyer
many years' experience
me to praise it on more than
ar.d as a judge. He is a thorough led
scholar and an interesting speaker. one occasion." all dealers. Price 50
For sale by
The Normal University, (feels fortunate
Buffalo,
cents.
Co.,
in being able to secure his services.
New York, sole agents for the United
Las Vegas Optic
States.
Doan's and
Remember the name
take no otnii
DESPERADOES ROB

Los Angeles, Calif., May 6. A sheriff's posse left here in automobiles
today in search of three desperadoes
who terrorized and robbed a colony
oog.i Vedtcine Co., Chatianongn, Tenn., for S'imVil
book, "Home TreaUuof
Inttnictions, and
of Japanese vegetable raisers at New
tor Women." KM in plain wrapper, on rciuesL
Mark early this morning.
The Japanese reported that they
awakened from sleep to look down
the barrels of revolvers held by three
CO. masked men who forced them to
KAUNE
H.
stand against the walls of their shacks
hands up, while a search of the buildand their clothes was made. The
Where Quality Governs the Price ing
total loss the Japanese reported was
$50 in small change.
and Price the Quality

because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara- cter

difference.

of

ladies have written, like Mrs. McGill,
to tell of the benefit received from
Cardui.
Such testimony, from earnest women,
surely indicates the great value of this
tonic remedy, for diseases peculiar to
women. Are you a sufferer? Yes?
Cardu! is the medicine you need.
We urge you to try it.
JTri'rt to : Udlrs' Advisory Dept., Chatt.
N. B

S.
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SEES IT

A Large Job.
By the time you hunt a different
climate in the hopes of improving
A Soldier's Story.
your health, you are cutting out a
l
San
Captain Smith H. Simpson of Taos large job for the climate
Standard.
was in Santa Fe this morning on his
Bad Company to Blame.
way to Albuquerque to attend the
"Bad company is to be blamed for
state encampment of the G. A. R. It
was a pleasure, a great pleasure to it" words of the nineteen year old
EDITORIAL ROOMS 31 meet
him again, not only because it murderer who was hanged at Socor-jro- ,
BUSINESS OFFICE 286
N. M., Friday. There is a world
was a renewal of old friendship but
it isjUways a delight to grasp lot' good truth contained in this short
hands with a member of that glorious sermon by this boy standing on the
GREAT GOOD DONE
in England and getting organization, the Grand Army oi tne 'scaffold awaiting the doom that the
While the suffragettes are raising the old Nick
is threatening that the Republic.
Capt. Simpson is the old- next moment brought to him. Clovis
themselves in had: and while Mrs. O. H. 1'. Belmont
the men do not est resident member in New Mexico, mothers and fathers might well cal
if
States
United
in
the
here
will
be
inaugurated
same actio.,
here is one and through the stormy period or the culate upon the future of their boys
centendmg,
the women those "rights" for which they arc
Is
extend
must
we
congratula- civil war and later with Kit Carson, and daughters whose
company
whom
to
association of women in this country
was questionable. Clovis Journal.
during those days when the west
tions.
Meets His Approval.
the captain followed
themselves
The women's clubs throughout America have been interesting have seen being conquered
with all
is again midst the throes
loves
California
he
which
old
"clean
the
flag
they
ups;"
are
demanding
in matter; of sanitation. They
be- the ardor of a man who followed it of one of its
occasional
legislative
have
can
filth
they
produce:
distress
how much of evil and illness and
Pres
and they have
through dark valleys of danger and outbursts against the Japanese. councome interested in the great question of public health,
.
ident Wilson and the rest of the
up to the gates of death.
consideration of this most important matter.
On Thursday he celebrates the day try don't seem to share the same
health conThis does not detract from the intelligent Investigation given
he marks eighty years of life views as do the people of California
when
have
who
oi
given
boards
health.,
ditions bv our phvsicians, scientists and
can imagine the reception his anent the yellow peril question. All
I
and
and
of
proper
earnest and careful study of this question of preservation
will give him as these old we wish to say Is that we have lived
comrades
must
also
to these persons
Cali- normal conditions, but with the credit extended
veterans
American
our
gather to recount the days in California and anything that
effort by
be given credit for persistent and well directed
ifornians do to exclude or oust the
and scenes of long ago.
women.
will meet
The captain knew Santa ue sixty pestiferous Mongolians
Phoebe Hawn, a suffragette, by the way,
in Timniflvn
.
it is indeed interest- with out approval. Rans nut em! It
J'WI
and
niruuiin
ago,
years
the
sanitary
.l!n..tirra itwuh1k to tllf1 llieil to Oilif iree and obey
him recount the conditions it's war they want, give it to them.
,u,u, i.
n stirs nubile attention. And in ing to hear
.h
now.
Las Cruces Citizen.
and
then
of
in appealing to the
Form.
In
Chicago Celia Colin has performed a like service
He has seen all the struggles that
on
act.vit.es
clean
of
list
up
is
a
long
and to Mayor Haurison. There
nHpnripd the stormy days that are a
The Albuquerque Journal seems to
cities.
the part of women's clubs in various
part of our wonderful history when be hitting its midseason form as a
j this
great, magnificent wesi was coin- calamity howler. Already it is beLargely this work has ucen mauguiaieu iu.u demanded a clean
up.
clubs' They have aroused public attention and
its own. To look into the ginning to predict the awful catastro-phie- s
into
ing
doubt more will yet be
of
It has been seen here in Santa Fe and without
that will happen to the Democaptain's face, with its expressionIs no
and comradeship there
accomplished.
cratic administration. Of course evwoman and her club, trace of the war lines or the rough
realizes that President WilOften sarcastic flings have been made at the club
or pernicious land wearing life of the days gone by; eryone
son will have to face a lot of difficulbut when we stop to think of it, has anything evil or detrimental
ibut what incidents he can recall, and ties and obstacles in carrying out the
or corrupt ever come out of one of these organizations?
a message of congratu- how interestingly he can tell them!
We can but give to the genuine American woman
plans of his party, but the puerile atto do and what she can
In the little park in the center of tempts of a sorehead
Republican
lation for what she has done and is still attempting
men have so loudly as- the town of Taos, night and day,
press to discredit him and his polido. too, and still retain that "home" position which
cies will prove as futile as they are
serted is her only "sphere."
confidence felt in our
Old Glory Floats
So far, nothing has occurred to weaken tho merited
unsportsmanlike. Deming Headlight.
Two Governors.
from the flag pole that lias stood for
American womanhood.
or
no
rj
1860
i
night
Since
day
years.
The two Socorro county murderers
has passed when the American flag were executed in due process of
OPPORTUNITY
has not floated out over tnat piaza
Friday morning. Governor Mcthe
other
day:
Said President Wilson at Newark,
refused to commute the senDonald
we must park.
divided
a
opposition
"Hut while we have acquired power by
one or two new tence of either of them, saying that
have
law
into
always
They
write
must
We
beexercise it according to profession and promise.
courts had tried the men, found them
it flags in reserve and when one
It is our opportunity,
of our creed, and take the consequences.
the Items
is
one
another
to
show
wear,
gins
guilty, and sentenced them; he did
m
HlinthPr."
r. if t.- v .......
i
nnl
eli:,U
Ppt
We lail lO lMipiVlC
TllPHP- hnUnPVS not consider it his duty to interfere
a
1111115
luc krnavfl
the
to
as
uiv....
requirements
of
difference
a
opinion
to
be
seems
Hut there
(are pmUased by funds from private with the action of the court, and
f'il1i.(I nut bv this "opportunity."
The paper is lain on would not interfere, unless new evidestruction
subscription.
of
the
bill
agent
Underwood's
is
Sugar men look upon Mr.
in Ellis' store and dence was produced. What a contrast
case
inshow
the
have
who
others
Likewise
men.
wool
Likewise the
to their industry.
who wishes may hand in his is his actions when compared with
anyone
terests at stake in their own districts.
a the
way Governor Hunt, of Arizona,
should be sacrificed even on the mite, and never has there been
They do not feel that their interests
the
necessary 'has been treating the murderers in
to have
failure
an
so
opportunity.
great
altar of
amount on hand when a new flag is his state.
There are seven under
to their reeds, too.
They would have the wind tempered
in Arizona, and the
needed.
death
of
to
sentence
gam
are
Democrats
hoping
the
where
the
country
In the sections of
been
in
has
respect,
this
alone
governor
trying to get a law
them
stands
Taos
materially.
weakens
bill
strength, it is said the Underwood
and
our
of
capital punishment
a
issue
country,
section
made
in
is
passed
prohibiting
this
at
tariff
least
as
party
the
It is the same old story. So long
victoV.
land it is the patriotic spirit of Cap-- ! issuing reprieves to keep the men
one or the ether organizations win on it, trouble looms up for the
.
i
It is an economic questin only.
in iidtitips
tain Simpson that has kept Old Glory alive until the law is passed, and in
.i,.,
wwi dinner
ui iv'
lilt; liiriii uikd
can only come there. He has held rigidly to tnis general making a plaything of the
solution
the
that
the
bv
Progressives
taken
The position
commission is the correct one. It is a step in advance. determination and his patriotism has law. The legislature refused to pass
through a
the law, but did pass one prohibiting
born fruit.
and
abstruse question out of the political field.
It takes an important
l:ne
this
the governor reprieving a murderer
to
have
along
never
in
legislation
effort
his
should
custom that
It
Victor Murdock was right
Lords-burbe allowed to fail. Fifty odd years for more than ninety days.
enacted.
Liberal.
wa.
no
other
solved
in
of it should make it permanent, and
The problem can be safely and satisfactorily
The Asylum For Him.
when the originator of it has passed
Some low down thief, with little of
who are still here should
those
on,
reverence in his soul, stole into the
NO TOLLS FOR YANKEES
near see to it that it is always continued,it- Deming Graphic office one night last
When the Oregon had to round the Horn to get into the fighting
for
the
out
love
of
flag
not only
ditch.
the
$35 from
Cuba, we all decided it was time to have a big
self but out of respect to the mem- week and extracted
.
one
we
needed
reason
main
why
the
wasn't
defense
Graphic
strong box. However, it
naval
Hut
establishwho
old
soldier
of
the
ory
:he peoserves the Graphic right any newsThere's another defense more important and more continuo'.'sthe Panama ed the usage.
we expect
paper office sporting a strong box,
ple's defense against high cost of living. Instinctively,
who
man
to
any
It is an inspiration
v, we ll be
as
and especially one containing
canal to bring prices down. Unless it shall do that conspicuous'
to
see
the much
has any red blood in him
business.
as $35, deserves to have it
likelv to look upon our half billion investment as a bad piece of
floating stolen. In the
ct.nal must be stars and stripes always
good old days, a sneak
Now to be of the biggest use in pulling prices down, the
must be made to above us and Santa Fe, with its won- thief caught in a printing office would
toll free to American coastwise ships and the railroads
to
afford
well
could
derful
history
not have been sent to the prison, but
keep hands off.
follow the example set by Taos.
to an insane asylum for the mere
You can see the reason, can't you?
it tends
of his looking for loot in a printfact
Not only is freight by water cheaper than freight by rail, but
No
Difference.
It Makes
Leon affected
office would have been taken as
to force rail rates to water level. Heretofore our rail rates have
ing
T nnHprst.nrrt
that mv sueeestions prima-facifor the railroads
evidence of his unbalanced
more by wafer in the stocks than by water in the canals,
it'on has had that we need a water wagon on the mental condition. Silver City
have controlled the canals and the harbors and natural compel
and other civic improvements
streets
but little chance.
tariffs are not pleasantly received by the prise.
Toll tree rates via Panama will force every rcilroad to lower its
On
water.
many ar- powers that be.
on competitive business or see that business mova by
two.
in
rales
the
That does not make any difference.
to
cut
it
use
freight
common
In
ought
ticles
our own I am going to hammer away at those
If because of foolish treaties, it were necessary, in order that
to make no cljtrge of any ships, things that are wrong even though it
was the
From 39 to 68 degrees
ships should go through theIncanal toll free,
the long run than ti levy a toll on American does bring forth profane exclamations range in temperature here yesterday
that would be far cheaper
tariff
to
railroad
on
added
every
from public officers.
coast-wisand the average relative humidity was
shipping and have it immediately
It is time that public sentiment was "1 per cent. The day was clear and
in the land.
confession
out
an
of
early
aroused to conditions in Santa Fe, and
We're in a foolish treaty with England, growing
though partly cloudy in the
American statesman in these times it is going to be aroused. There is not pleasant,
of partnership which no
afternoon.
The temperature at 8 a.
reason why we should have m. today was 47. In other cities it
would dare to make.
valid
any
is trying to hold us to
!the conditioas that are prevalent here, was as follows:
England, perhaps egged on by the big railroaus,
the letter of a compact which in spirit is unfair.
jlf there is a good reason the columns
Amarlllo, J6; Bismarck, 28; Boise,
on.
to
n
stand
has
contention
leg
o the New Mexican are open to any 48 ; Cheyenne, 3S; Dodge City, 42;
It isnV at all certain that the English
it
hasn't.
.
the officials may choose
Some of our best lawvers free from railroad retainers say
36; Flagstaff, 30; Grand
is explanation
We leave this muss to be settled as best it mry. The one sure thing
to give. If they give no explanation,
4fi: Helena. 34: Kansas City. 48;
Panama
on
their
that the American people will never consent to have tolls
then the natural conclusion is that Lander, 34; Los Angeles, 52; Modena,
fact will havs to be the starting point there isn't any.
Qfi
Hfl. TVirtlcnrl
T3hrton1v
Pllohln
ships In any plan of settlement that Wilson
is looking Into this subject and
We're glad to hear that President
situa
i.bout
is
the
the
That
way
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Rapid
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ii;
it
to
make
had
the
interests
as
sought
so
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tion sizes up
finding It not
48; Salt Lake, 50; Spokane, 40;
appear.
is no money to sprinkle the Tonopah, 52; Winnemucca, 42.
there
If
is:
to
consider
him
The pivotal fact for
Forecast.
streets of Santa Fe, then let the peoThe big ditch, to justify Its cost, must help cut the cost of living.
For Santa Fe and vicinity Generalple know it and let it be told where
If Wilson keeps that point steadily in view, he can't go far wrong.
it. has gone.
It is their money and ly fair tonight and Wednesday.
0
and
New Mexico Tonight
they have a right to know, but It is For
Scientists now report that doctors knew how to operate for appendicitis not
to do any city official any Wednesday fair, not much change in
going
modern
apof
a
disease
was
it
told
been
we
have
And
middle
In the
ages.
was that there good to let his temper loose because temperature.
pearance. Maybe one reason that it did not become prevalent
Conditions.
the people want to know why certain
afford
the
could
operation.
who
were so few people then,
An area of low barometer has dethings are done or are not done.
o
There are some citizens In Santa veloped over southern Navada and
New York has a new dance called "the kitchen sink." That will never Fe who want
.a decent city, and the south and west Arizona, while to the
a terpsychorean
be popular with the feminine element. It has anvthing but
sentiment in favor of it is growing north and east, over the western states
not
are
of
alluring.
that
and
smacks
thoughts
to
It, ring
stronger all the time. The chamber and the Rocky Mountain region high
0
;
pro- of commerce is going to make an ef- barometer and fair weather prevail.
affected
the
be
will
by
business
"no
Wilson
healthy
says
President
to infer that it is only intended to affect fort to advertise ourselves and get peo- Damaging frosts are again reported
posed tariff measure." Then we are
Wyoming and
ple to comj, but when they do come, from North Dakota,
J
the sick?
we want to look our best.
Montana, but temperatures are
o
I am going to hammer along the
some
higher and conditions season
If there Is not enough pie to go around, which now seems doubtful,
line of city improvement whether any al. The indications favor a continua
biscuit.
with
a
be
content
to
will
have
faithful
of the
city officials get angry about it or tion of fair and warm weather over
not.
Wednesday.
seem to have had their claws Dulled.

business.
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THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
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Cuisint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

IS THE REAL THING
(By Gilson Gardner.)
Washington, D. C, May 6. Much
pleasure is expressed by Miss Alice
Paul, in charge of woman's suffrage
headquarters in Washington, at the
British government's latest move in

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

suppressing the militant headquarters
in London and threatening with arrest all who speak or print suffrage literature.
"That is perfectly fine," said Miss
-

WOODY'S STAGE LINE

OPEN DAY AND NIQHT

Prom

La Salle Restaurant

CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Paul. "They could not have done anyTelepbone II.
thing better to forward the cause of
suffrage. The government has shown Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
its usual stupidity. They have creatfor them- Regular Means, 25 cents.
ed a situation impossible
of
Rooms for Rent, 25c and 50c.
freedom
selves. They are denying
and
Short Orders at All Hours.
speech, freedom of assemblage,
freedom of the press everything for
THE WEEK $5.00
BY
BOARD
which the British voter has fought for
Noodle
French
Order, 20c a dish.
are
centuries and which
justly regardNew York Chop Suey, 50c.
ed as indispensable to tree government. The compaign will go on now
even more zealously and successfully
than before."
"How can it go on?" What will the
women do?"
"They will do just as they have
been doing. What is to prevent?"
"Arrests and going to jail?"
"But that is what has been going on
right along. The women have faced
jail for practically everything they did
whether it was presenting a petition
to parliament or making a speech.
This new move does not change the
situation. The women will go on
speaking and they will be arrested,
and as fast as one woman is arrested
there will be another to take her
place. You don't suppose, do you, that
there is any lack of women in Eng-

ton's housing problem, alluding not
enly to the inhabited alleys where 1C000 people live in bouses without wa
ter or sewerage facilities, but he paid
his compliments indirectly to the real
estate ring and the high rents which
the family of modern means is obliged
to pay.
lie talked about the housing of tlvi
employees of the famous Krupp works
in Germany and laid special emphasis
on the fact lhat workmen are entitled
to something more than enough to fill
their stomachs and a roof over their
heads that they are entitled to a
share in the joy of life, to an opportu
nity to be surrounded by beautiful
and gardens and the things
houses
land?"
which heretofore have been regarded
"How about printing?"
of the
"There will be no trouble about get- as exclusively the property
rich.
will
It
ting the literature printed.
be found everywhere; on the streets,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
in the parks, the shops, everywhere
Small Holding Claim No. 5838 017877,
even more plentifully than before."
Department of the Interior, United
"Won't this fill the English jails
States Land Office. Santa Fe, N. M.,
with women?"
9, 1913.
"Certainly it will. They will expect April
is hereby given that the folloNotice
will
full
so
that
to fill the jails
they
wing-named
claimant has Bled notice
have to build large ones."
slender, of his intention to make final proof U
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kittenish looking child. She is a grad- support of his claim under Sections1891
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17 of the act of March
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a
from
very
and
Vassar
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uate
conservative old family in Philadel- (26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
She had her early schooling act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats
phia.
and that said proof will be made
among the British militants and fig- 470),
ures in Sylvia Pankhurst's book called before Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N.
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strike
forcibly
He names the following witnesses
This man Roosevelt Franklin D. to prove his actual continuous adverse
P.oosevelt assistant secretary of the possession of said tract for twenty
next preceding the survey of
navy, appears to be the real thing. He years
has made a fine impression in Wash- the township, viz:
J. J. Salazar, of Cuba, N. M.; Hilario
ing among the people who like Democof Cuba, N. M.; Onofre uarcia,
Lucero,
He
talks
"d."
small
a
right
with
racy
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out from the shoulder and is nothing of LaJara, N. M.; Diego Morales,
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oi the "pink tea" artist.
The othur uiglit lie went down to tSe
navy yard district, where a big meeting of the machinists was held in his
honor. He made it plain that he intended to consider the men In the
navy yards as human beings and not
as machines. He took a hard kick at
the various efficiency systems which
are now the fad and made the point
that the human being and his happl- Jr.fss and prosperity are of more im- rortance than mere mechanical or
economic efficiency, important as the
He took advantage of the opportunity to investigate the new
grocery store which has been established by the civil servants in the
navy yard, and found that an excellent thing, which he said was worthy
cf all encouragement as a practical
pay of solving at least for the navy
yard men some ot the difficulties of
the problem of the high cost of living.
He talked frankly about Washing- -
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4

4

2

4

4

4

latter are.

Interest Paid

GOVERN-

j
'

corn-polle-

FRANK McKANE,

Cashier.

4,

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on tha arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p- - m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding town. Wire Embudc
station.
6, Township 11 N., Range 13 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has fried notice of Intention to make five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver,
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 10th day of March, 1913.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Baca, Placldo Lopez, of Leyla,

littenio

N. M.,

RaatlrtA

t

Vlllanueva,
Agustin
Galisteo, N. V.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register
U. S. Land Office

at &anta Fe,

N. M.

April 12, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Julian
Romero, of Kennedy, N. M., who, on
August 5th, 1909, made Homestead En-

try

far Lots

No. 09474,

1, 2, 3,

and

4,

Section 18, Township 13 N., Range 9
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register and
Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on May 24, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose Varela, Marcos Gonzales, ot
Santa' Fe, N. M., Francisco Gonzales,
Trinidad Martinez of Kennedy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.

Register.
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., April
1, 1913.

Notice is hereby given that Reymun-d- o
Analla, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
April 6, 1908, made Hd. Entry 06185,
Sec.
NW
No. 13833, for NW
Sec
NE
NW
NE
26, N
27, Township 13 N., Range 9 E., N. M
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make five year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before H. C. Kinsell, S. U. Comr., at
Stanley, N. M., on May 10, 1913.
1--

1-- 4

2

1--

4

1--

Claimant names as witnesses:
Ventura Anaya, Pantaleon Montoya,
Jose Valencia, Pino Villanueva, all of
Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. 8.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M-- , April
9, 1913.

Notice Is hereby given that Hiram
Bennett, of Stanley, N. M., who, on
Any person who desires to protest March ISth, 1307, made Iloinestea.l
against the allowance of said proof, or Entry 04042 No. 10906, for NE
who knows of any substantial reason Section 26, Township 11 N., Range 8
nnder the laws and regulations of the E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
Interior Department why such proof of intention to make
proof,
should not be allowed will be given an to establish claim to the land above
opportunity at the
described, before Harry C. Kinsell, U.
the S. Commissioner, at Stanley, N. M., on
time and place to
witness of said claimant, and to offer May 20, 1913.
evidence in rebuttal of that submitted
Claimant names as witnesses:
by claimant.
Jerry Bennett, M. L. Robertson, J.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
H. Cantwell, J. H. Slane, all of Stan
Register. ley, 'N. M
MANUEL R OTERO,
. Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
find a wo. The spring months often
man tired out, with pain in back, hips
January 28, 1913.
cud head, nervous . and sleepless.
Department of the Interior, .
a
Notice Is hereby given that
Foley iKdney Pills will quickly prove
Pino de Alarid, heir of Jose their worth and value as a healer of
de la Cms Pino, of Galisteo, N. M, all kidney and bladder ailments and
who, on Nov. 28, 1910, made Home- Irregularities. They are a splendid
stead Entry No. 014679, tor SW
remedy tor rheumatism, clearing tho
SW
Sec 31, Twp. 12 N and uric acid from the Joints and systea.
Section Try them. The Capital Phormacy.
SW 4 NW
N 2 NW
La.Tara,

N. M.

1--

five-ye-

above-mentione- d

cross-examin- e

Filo-men-

1-- 4

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

TUESDAY, MAY

SANTA FE

6, 1913.

Two Generations
Now Using It

the 10th of this month, the
will also open for business.

MW

PAGE SEVEN

MEXICAN

Pratt mill

Before the close of another season,
the residents of this coming mining
center hope to witness the extension
of the railroad to Red River city
which surveys already made have demonstrated can be reached with a
grade not exceeding four per cent at
any point in the Red River canon.
The opening of this extensive and powill
tentially rich mineral
country
mean a new source of tributary territory that will contribute. untold benefit to the business interests of Raton. Raton Range.

State
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NOTICE OF SALE.
of New Mexico, State Highway

Bonds.
Notice is hereby given thai by virtue
g of tlie provisions of Chap. "iS of tile
TO CIV" K AWAY
re-- , lm
a
Three or four
against yon that's m l.uws of tlie First Session of the First
your system's way g Slate Legislature of New .Mexico,
of .slack. Call Phone
WRONG
HELP.
is
needs
and
of telegraphing yon that something
ii.g tlie laws of New Mexico passed in) Nation's Most Popular Laxative Keep5 1!H2, and particularly in conformity
It may be that your liviT is tirtd mid refusoa to work, or your
R RENT Furnished front room,
FamiAmerican
of
Millions
ing
5 with the direction of
J!
digestive orpana have hud too much to do and reed care. Perhaps
Piano
for sale. l;;t Don Caspar.
of
Governor
the
blood
is
too
kind
of
and
the
lies in Good Health.
bet
food,
5
your
wrong
J eating
you have
S
New .Mexico to the Stale Treasurer to
What you need is a tonic.
rich or impoverished.
FOR RENT Modern house, ant
sell $2Hn.iiiih.iiii of Hie authorized issue
Theer must bo genuine merit to an
102 Chapelle St.
S Dr. Pierce's
of Hie State Highway Ilonds aB provid furnished house.
irticle that has stood the test of two
In Sec. 21 of Kit i act, sealed bids
ed
generations of users.
5 will give the required aid. Tones the entire system. The weak stomach is gj for the purchase of $2110,000.11(1 of the FOR RENT A live room modern
In the field of medicine none has had
made strong. The liver vibrntca with new life. The blood is cleansed of all
sucState Highway Bonds of New Mexico house, electric light, bath, range, nice
impurities and carries renewed health to every vein and nerve and muscle and
greater success, nor retained that
ml, line location. Phone 123 J. tf
will be received by the undersigned up
organ of the body. No more attacks of
cess to a greater degree, than Dr. Cald-pA Regular Gusher.
the "blues." Life becomes worth while
S
to Monday Hie Ultli day of June, 1913,
, ;.!;s
ell's Syrup Pepsin, which is now
After being shut up a few days the
again, and hope takes place of despair.
TO RENT In the Diaz building, on
at the hour of two o'clock in tlie
used by two generations of people.
'
big well owned by Win. Belt, and loS
Jj
Innist on getting Dr. rierce's
office
beis
of said day, that at said time west side of plaza, several
use
in
families
Its
constantly
cated just south of the Penasco, was 5
m
PreMnt, Worlds IHwmmrv
Golden Medical Discovery .
and at the office of the State Treas- - rooms overlooking park.
Medical Association, lluffalo. A', r.
coming more general. The reason, pria. m. last FriSold by dealers in medicitu s.
up about 11
opened
'
hirer in tlie City of Santa Fo, New Mex- marily, is that it has merit. It is what
SaCBBIVESfiBSSBaiBSUaBBaBBBBHBBBBaBBISHBiaBB
day, and gave an exhibition of gas
screens, screen doors or job
y"r
will be opened and
the
bids
said
it represents itself to be, a laxative-toonic- ;
ico,
oil
was
better than
and
throwing that
It does not make exaggerated
the said bonds awarded lo the highest '"''"enler work, phone 173 W. Esti-'ananything so far seen in the Artesia
mates furnished. Work guaranteed.
claims nor use coarse language to set
best bidder therefor.
field.
ELSIE LEWIS.
"
forth its virtues.
Tlie said bonds are of the dcuonitmi
a northern
of
of
tlie
the
basis
on
who
lives
the
Belt
theory
Gene
Hyatt,
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
salesman
tion of One Thousands hollars each! WANTED -- Young, able
It is a medicine, but so mild and gen- the country are never without it in farm, turned on the well, and at first scientist, recently discussed in the
Must
land bear interest at tlie rate of four!fo1" general store, in country.
tle a medicine that thousands of moth the house, among them Mrs. Clara i.ething could be seen but a loud roar-DE VARGAS.
ers give it to tiny Infants, and yet, in a Lewis, Becks' Store, Ky., wiio gave it ing was heard as the confined gas!:piesSi that he could resuscitate the
per cent per annum and are to be speak KngiiKli and Spanish. Address
and
of
"Storekeeper" New Mexican.
Scm( .)nd hjs CQm.
dated July 1st, 19111.
W. F. .lacoby, .a.1 duces.
slightly larger dose, it Is equally ef- to her baby, Elsie, while teething,
made its escape. 1 hen a rush of oil bo(ies
It is for any says: "It 'is the best medicine in the cme from the two nines learilnz f
The act authorizing the issue of said
fective for grown-ups- .
H. A. Ccoiner, City.
Panions, who reached the south pole.
men. Newly
disorder of the stomach, liver or bow- world for the stomach and bowels." the hole, and a box on a tank near
bonds provides that, "The treasurer' FOR RENT Rooms for
E. R. Wright, City.
the; While this theory is not credited by
'shall not accept any bid which is less furnished. Hot water heat. Use ofr
els, for constipation no matter how She writes that she keeps it in the well was blown off onto the ground scientists it cannot be doubted that
Frank Doencli, Denver.
Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson
K. A. Ritter, Colorado .Springs.
than the par value of the bond, plus library.
chronic, for dyspepsia no matter how house for every member of the family, by the force of another blast of gas.
Grant and Johnson. Tel. 2 70 J
the proccS8 )8 really being aeomplish- there-II.
severe, for biliousness, sour stomach, tikes it herself and that her mother Then came
.Mrs.
W.
has
which
tiie
Boston,
Mr. and
interest
accrued
(Reason,
another gusli of oil, run- - ea on a mll,,n smaller scale here. Such
on between the date of sale and the
gas on the stomach, headachoss, drow- recovered her health and gained in
.Joseph L. Parkinson, New York.
several feet over the casing. For
TYPEWRITERS
as
r.ing
and
rats,
animals
Dr.
Caldwell's
flesh
frogs
comSyrup
using
and
by
similar
siness after eating,
last preceding interest maturity date." Cleaned,
a few minutes the well was still, and iBmins ami even fish, have their lives! D. D. Conway, Alamosa.
adjusted ana repaired. New
conPepsin.
to
authorizInformation
relative
plaints arising from a clogged-uT.
the
J.
Deming.
Kelly,
Ribbons and sui
the liowing suspended by this freriiig process,!
platens furnished.
dition of the bowels. It is pleasant
If no member of your family has then, without warning,
Wm. Gregg, City.
jation, will be furnished upon applica-- j plies, Typewriters sold, exchcanged
in-to the taste and does not gripe. It I ever used Syrup Pepsin and you would of oil with some water began, filling sometimes so thoroughly that their !
tion.
I. orine Gregg, City.
and tented. Standard makes handled.
can be used with safety and good re- like to make a personal trial of it. the eight inch pipe which leads to the lestines can be taken out enmasse,
O. X. MARKOV,
Fred Gregg, City.
AH repair work and typewriters guar
out"
tank.
on
first
"thawed
'and
after
setUing
being
yet,
in
in
it
or
before
the
at
way
sults by anyone
any
buying
any age
regular
State Treasurer, State of New Mexico, anteed.
Mrs. Wm. Gregg, City.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex- active-j
ot
most
a
revive
a
more
a
water
weeks,
minutes
few
After
period
ot
send
a druggist,
condition of health, and that person's
your address
O. S. Klock, Albuquerque.
Phone 2?,l W.
change,
417
come
to
out together, jly.'
and oil began
health will improve. Every druggist postal will do to W. B. Caldwell,
A. H. Wilde, Albuquerque.
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
sells it and the price is only fifty cents Washington St., Monticello 111., and but the first How was pure oil. Then: These animals are perfectly normal1 II. 11.
Bernstein, Now York.
a free sample bottle will be mailed the well settled down to the regular! when placed in a refrigerating jar
and one dollar a bottle.
G. V. Harlan, Moimlainair.
Thousands of families throughout you.
production, the water going off to the just large jnough to hold one animal,
MASONIC.
A. Lilly, Jr., Baltimore.
south into a reesrvoir, and the pui'OjTlie jar is filled with liquid air at a
Montezuma
Lodge Expert Repairer of Watches
Plocher. Fort Sum Houston.
Philip
a
and
short!
after
oil Bowing from another pipe into thejeertain temperature,
No. 1 a f. & a. M
C. B. Troxel, Artesia.
Clocks. Engraving.
the animals appear lifeless,
settling tanks. The outburst could
rot have lasted more than ten minutes
month later they are removed and
cation first Monday, with J. H. Blain, San Francisco St.
MONTEZUMA.
but fifteen and twenty barrels of oil on being massaged show signs of life,
of each month at !C.
Artesia.
H.
Solomon,
f.owed into the tanks during that often reviving completely,
Masonic
Hall at
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Maj. S. Rice, San Antonio.
time.
7:30.
The interfsting inference from all
in
in
a
house
and
desirable
fortable
to
Demlng.
Coming
St. C. A. Swan, San Antonio.
E. R. PAUL, W. M.
never been cased ofl these cases of latent life or suspended
water
The
has
to
the
and
hotel
the
week
For the past
adjacent, acreage
every
bringing
F. X. Dauch, Denver.
ATTORNEYS AT-LiCHAS. E. LINNEY, Secretary.
tlle oil in this
although the an mation is that, though vitality
rooming house has been crowded highest and most profitable point ot
Geo, K. Speer, Chicago.
to
.not
the
said
be
have
went
bit
vanished,
yet
shows
the
that
drillers
log
The easy payment idea
with homeseekers and prospectors.
W. J. Stehle, Albuquerque.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Santa. Fe Chapter No
all that tune is not
Last Sunday night No. 7 unloaded 40 attractive to those who would other- - through 72 feet of oil sand. No effort organism during
li. Cutier, I.ordsburg.
Roy
is
or
It
water.
1, R. A. M.
food,
Mr.
Regular
oil
City Attorney.
oxygen
the
until
to
save
was
taking
made
visitors, and each train since that wise be unable to command the capi- : v. 'iinr mvinff mir nnrhnn r mvirin nr vvotor'
J. T. .McCabe, l.ordsburg.
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secoud Capital City Bank Building,
convocation
. '
an extensive a scheme ti.n I'ut 111 1,1,3 euuug i.uinn, winuu
time has given up a number of pass- tal in
J. T. Kelley, Deming.
Rooms
Monday of each month
other cneimei results ot lite, jt
allow the water to go off at the bot-icengers for Deming as their destina- of improvement. Deming Graphic
Dr. Murray, City.
111
Masonic
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at
ot
not
its
and
Siuta Fe, New Mtiico.
volition,
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at
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and
the
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to
note
looks
tion. It certainly
good
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Mann,
both
the
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the
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Judge
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higher
f
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inn
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a,,
ti.o
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the interest taken by the
Killed By Brother.
Mr. I.ce, El Paso.
J. A. MASSIE,
G. W. PRICHARD,
and the quantity which now comes land respiratory activities are in abey
als. They express themselves as
H. P.
Matt Groves, City.
nce.
Dr. E. F. Funk, of this city, but off w ith the water lead oil' men to beARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Attorney and Csunsellor-at-Law- .
one accord that this is the livest town
O. h. Own, City.
Practices In all the District Courti
Secretary.
and best looking valley they have who is fthis year located at Three lieve thft when properly packed, the
-W. S. Hopewell, Albuquerque.
and gives special attention to cases
seen in all their travels. Domino; Rivers, gives us the sad details of the well will produce from fifty to seventy-f- NATIONAL PEACE
Santa Fe Commandery before the State Supreme Court.
(!. AY. Prichard, City.
accidental killing of little Mary Key ive
barrels per day, without pump-ir.Headlight,
No. 1, K. T. Regular office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
P.
J.
A
Moran,
Albuquerque.
by her young brother. It seems that
WAS
Pecos Valley
or
conclave fourth Moa-II. II. Dorman, City.
the children were playing around the News. going deeper.
Grant County Assessments.
GREAT
. Cha. R. Eailey,
at the home of their parS. H. Simpson, Taos.
day in each month at ctiai. F. Easlcy,
woodpile
The county board at a meeting last
Masonic Hall at 7:30
Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Key, at Three
Mr. McKeeby, Denver.
EASLEY & EA3LEY,
ents,
in
land
value
of
fixed
the
mSaturday
PO. F. Zottmnnn, Denver.
Rivers, when Mr. Key came in from THE WHALE COULD
At the National Peace Congress
aw.
Attorneys-a- t
Grant county for assessment purpos- a rabbit hunt. He laid the
WESLEY O. CONNER, Jtt E. C.
on
M. A. Bassist, St. Louis.
1, 2 and 3 last week
gun
held
during
May
practlce ln th0 Courts and uefor
es as follows Alfalfa and choice
JONAH
SWALLOW
W.
out of
E, GRIFFIN, Recorder.
the
at St. Louis, New Mexico was repre- presumably
Charles Hamick, Denver.
Department.
land under permanent wa- reach woodpile,
.
of the children, who, at any
-- " 'v-v-.--B. F. Griswell, Albuquerque.
sented by Prof. Hiram Hadley who"
Land grants and titles examiLed
ter rights, per acre, $90; cultivated rate, did not see
Pe?-firearm deposit- the
6.
session
and
have
the
of
Fla..
Fo
Santa
attended
by
Miami,
Many
May
previous
Lodge
William H. Chamberlain,
ganU Fe N M branch Office, Eiten- land under permanent water rights, ed. The facts as to this are not
The conwhen reading the old! Hon. L. Bradford Prince
lection
1, inn
skeptical
io.
cia, N. M.
per acre, $75; bearing orchards, per nitely known. Soon, however, the biblical
was an important one and well
and Ac-about Jonah being
Ancient
John C. Nead, Albuquerque.
acre, $120; young orchards, not bear- children discovered it and the little iUWed story
by a whale, but they would have attended from all over the United
cepted Scottish Rite of
C. L. Reiser, Kansas City.
M. J. McGUiNN'ESS
ing, per acre $60; cultivated land un- boy, who is about five years of age,
,
Free Masonry meets on
ni0,.e faith in it could they see the sea States as well as
Attorney-at-Law- .
Roy C. Hill, U. S. Army.
der ditch, per acre, $45; dry farm- began playing with the
trigger. The
which has been killed in Bis- the third Monday of each month at Room 12, Second Floor, Capital City
At tie same time Governor Prince
R. B. Shanklin, Wichita, Kan.
ing land, per acre $9; pasture land, cartridge was discharged and the full jmonster
near Miami, Fla., and:ma(le tne principal address at the
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the
W. H. McNicol, Albuquerque.
Bank Building, Santa Fe, M. M.
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neari, nearly from the Smithsonian institute. Carloriai building in Exposition park, as
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DR. W. HUME BROWN,
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Took French Leave.
We Offer One Hundred Dollars Re
The funeral services were con- ago were Harry C. Buschaman, It. H, which will be
Ovr
Spitz Jewelry Stor.
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WHEELON, Secy.
published by
ward for any Case uf Catarrh That
Room 1
2 and 3.
Another of the "Old Mexico Mexi- ducted from the home of Mr. and
How-arC.
Marmon and a souri society, dwelt on the intimate
Cannot be Cured by Hall's Catarrh
cans" at the convict camp managed Mrs. Key and at the Three Rivers Tyndall,
6.
Phone
red
number of other Indianapolis men, all connection existing for many years
B. P. O. E.
Cure.
to take French leave last Saturday cemetery Sunday last and were con- ot whom saw the monster, it was:
Office Hourg 8 a. m. to E p.
Santa Fe LodgeNo
between Missouri and New Mexico,
. . . . F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
And by Appointment.
night and no doubt by this time is ducted by Dr. Funk. Little Mary' was captured after a fight lasting 39 hours from the
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the
460,
beginning
well on his way towards the line. As but two years of age. Alamogordo
We, the undersigned, have known F.
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meter
feet, 3 inches; mouth, open otero were governors, and Catron
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free
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is an ideal development, embracing larged, started up business working Small boats were smashed
ODD FELLOWS,
and a
all htat is necessary, elegant and com on ore from the Memphis mine. On switch of the tail knocked the rudder
No. 2, I. O. O. P.
Santa Fe Lodge
and propeller off a
yacht,
meets regular!;
When lashed to a ship landing where
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
,steamers tie up, its mighty struggles
wrecked the dock and demolished a
Notice is hereby given that the. fit par and accrued interest to date in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth'dockhouse.
Board of Loan Commissioners of the pf delivery and at a rate of interes1 ers always welcome.
be named in his bid; and said bonds
The creature is not classified in na-- i state of New Mexico will, at he
by fice of the Treasurer of said siate, in jor any part thereof will be awarded to FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
;tural history and is proclaimed
.scientists to be the most remarkable the capitol building at the city of San- - the person offering to accept thr same
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
specimen of the sea life ever captur- - ta Fe, New Mexico, on '.he second dayiaf par at the lowest rate of interest. meeting on ihe first Thursday of each
&
A.
Each bid must be sealed, nvirked month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
it towed a 'cf June, 1913, at the hour of 2 o'clock in
;ed. During the fight
'
welyacht at a rale of 43 miles an hour the afternoon, receive sealed proposals 'Proposal for Purchase of Bond1?, and Visiting brothers are invited and
TIME TABLE
about the bay in an effort to seek the for the purchase of $450 000.00 of accompanied by a certified che-- k for come.
BENITO ALARID, President.
open sea. Its throat is large enough bonds of said state of Series "3," or not less than two per cent of thJ
Effective January 1st, 1913.
for a man to crawl in, and there iso.' portions thereof, which ore fo be amount of the bid, as security fcr the CAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
sufficient room in the mouth for two issued in accordance with the provis faithful performance of such b d in
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to conF. W. FARMEB
men. A fish weighing 1,500 pounds ions of section three of article TX of lease said bonds or a part thereof shall
nect with No. 3 westbound and
No.
in the monster's stomach,
Homestead
to
be
was
found
awarded
the persor making
Constitution of said state of New
a good idea
jthe
No. 10 eastbound.
.1. S. Warmbeth
was sent to Miami by 'Mexico and of an Act of the Legisla such bid, and as liquidated damages
2879, Brotherhin case of the failure of the success
the Smithsonian
ood of Ameri- Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
from
Institute, and he ture of said state, which became a
m.
can Yoemen.
the monster by using heavy ob the first day of June, 1912, for the ful bidder to fulfill his contract; hut
to one which includes
of steel ribs. Many of the bullets fired .cavment of the bonds and accrued in no such check drawn upon a banking
Meets second No. 3 carries passengers to Albus
and fourth
during the fight failed to penetrate terest thereof of Santa Fe county, as house making a bid will be accepted
querque, locally, and to Pacific
the hide.
sumed by said state in section one of as such security.
of the
Coast points.
The
Loan Commissioners
month at the
reserv?
article IX of said Constitution. Four
Leave
Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to conof said bonds the right to reject any and al' bids,
Fireman's Hall.
hundred and twenty-fivA
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
are to be issued in the denominatiop and particularly specify that no bid
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
Cor. Sec. Cavld Conzalcg.
of one thousand dollars each, and fifty will be considered unless it is an uu
BETWEEN LIFE
"Cut-oil- "
witn
Albuquerque
conditional
bid
o'
denomi
for
the
issued
in
be
are
to
the
thereof
purchase
Valfor
and
Pecos
AND DEATH nation
Clovls
train
said
bonds
feanta
or
a
not
Fe
of five hundred dollars
each,
Lodge
part thereof,
ley points.
No. 2. Knights of
dated July 1, 1913, and will be in the made dependent upon any continenc
It is further distinctly
Baltimore, Md May 6 Recent ex form prescribed in section 13 of said whatever.
meets! Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
m.
periments in laboratories of the Johns act of the Legislature of the state of stated that only so much of said
every
Monday
Hopkins Medical School have pro New Mexico and the principal thereo'j bonds will be sold as may be neces
evening at 8 o'clock
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to conduced many remarkable results which will be payable to bearer in gold coinlsary, at the price bid, to realize the
in
Odd
Fellows
nect with No. 7 westbound carcrisp,
Hall.
provide in attractgo to show that there is an interme- or its equivalent in lawful money of amount of the indebtedness to bu paid
El Paso sleeper, also No,
rying
which
indebtedness
of
life
does not exceed
diate stage
and death.
the United States forty years after
All
4 eastbound.
ive form the
of
sum
the
said
of $450,000.00.
The experiments have extended their date, and they may be redeemed
Knights are most
This is the second advertisement
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
through many months. And so far as at the option of the state at any time
is
cordially invited.
food
barley. Grape-Nut- s
m.
A. P. HILL, C. C.
they have gone are practical!.' con after twenty years from their date. for bids for the purchase of thesi
to
and body in fine fettle.
clusive. While these experiments have The interest on said bonds will be pay bonds, previous bids at 4
Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to conper cent A. REINGARDT, K. of R. and S.
teen sucesfful, no conn ct'oc is drawn able
on the first d ly o' having been rejected.
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
between them and humanity, and no January and jTuly in each year, and
No. 9 westbound.
It will not pay you to waste your
Intending bidders who may desire
crntention is ii'ade at Hopkins that principal and interest will be payable further information, can obtain it by time writing out your legal forme
arrive Santa Fe 12:30
Returning,
tf? lave any bear.i.g on human be at the office of the State Treasurer at application to said Board of Loan when you can get them already printa. m.
ed at the New Mexican
Santa Fe, New Mexico, or at the
ings whate er.
Commissioners, at Santa Fe, N. M.
Printing
That life in many organisms may
National Bank, New York City
W. G. SARGENT,
Company.
Call
be
in
air
holder.
said
at
The
the
suspended
by
of
the
liquid
freezing
option
Grape-Nut- s'.
Secretary of the Board of Loar
and by other processes resuscitated bonds are offered for sale to the perCommissioners.
New Mexican Want Ads always
after weeks or even months, formed' son who will agree to take the same March 24, 1913.
brine resul's. Try
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thirty-one-to-

Breakfast Ideas
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of-(t-

Change with the time of year.

T.,

S. F. R'Y

For Health Sake
It's

NOW to change
the heavy winter breakfast
a dish

Mon-day-

THERE'S

irape-Nut- s

STAGE

e

and Cream

These

nutty granules
true nourishment

and malted
put brain

Pythias

visiting

prime wheat
just the
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"There's a Reason"

Sen-boar- d

"Central" for Train

Grocers everywhere sell

it

Reports.
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BIG DRIVE

Eastman Kodaks Films always on
New York, N. Y., May
Improvehand at Zook's Pharmacy.
ment of the foreign markets had no
Rooms
Furnished
for
rent
Elegantly
influence on trading here today, notTwenty-SeveGraduates.
The finest rooms in thi city, having
mission, there will be a convention
IN MILLINERY,
withstanding the ready
response
The
for
the
of
of county road boards and county vhich
diplomas
graduation
electric lieht. steam, heat aui baths.
stocks made yesterday to the
27
the
some
men
from
the
New
loIs
young
The convention
commissioners.
The European Hotel, centrally
rise abroad. The hesitating tone at Especially on Untrimmed Hats
cated. State Progressive Headquar .Mexico Military academy have bem called by the state highway commis- the
opening indicated that foreign SHAPES OF LATEST PATTERNS INCLUDED
n ceived by the superintendent of pub sion for the purpose of effecting a
ters in the hotel.
news was losing its force and bears
of the vari
Mr. B. F. Criswell, representing the lic instruction. They will be duly permanent organization
raided the list.
Another Carload of
Fire Association tor whom 0. C. W'ul-so- signed by tlie governor and the su- ous county road boards and county
Developments at home favored short
to
Colonel
and
returned
a
commissioners
into
state organiza& Company are agents, arrived perintendent
"EMPRESS FLOUR."
The closing down of several
last evening and this morning: settled James V. Wiilson of the academy, and tion. Such a permanent organization selling.
textile mills and the persistent weakSOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
the loss which ccturroil yesterday on signed by the board of regents. They would be for the purpose of acting ness of the
Harriman shares tended to
will be graduated in .May L'V. Among with unanimity in all matters effectstock contained in the Old Fonda
the list are three well known and lik- ing various localities; to discuss fu- spread pessimistio
feeling. Recent
building.
able young men from Santa Fe, as fol- ture legislation; to bring the county campaigns against the short Interest ENGLISH AMBASSADOR MET
LOST Greek letter fraternity pin lows:
Antonio Jose Luna, Antonio road boards In cooperation with one put the market in a less favorable poPRESIDENT WOODROW WILSON.
(Beta-ThetPi) set in diamonds and Jose Luna Pergere and Thomas Cleve- another; to discuss the
sition to oppose professional selling
4
D. C, May 6. Sir Cecil
dispoproper
Washington,
opals, and bearing name of "J. P. Ad land Closson.
sition of road taxes, and to bring and the bears mot little opposition.
Spring-Rice- ,
ambassador from Great
ams." Lost perhaps between Capital
'
All on Account of the Mumps.
some
London bought
stocks at the Britan and successor to James Bryce,
about uniformity of construction of
Liber- and federal
Visitors !o the office of the super- all state highways. The meeting will opening but the purchases from this today was formally
' al reward if returned tobuilding.
presented to PresNew Mexican intendent of
public instruction find probably be conducive of a great source were not heavy enough to have ident Wilson. In the absence of Secoffice.
!a source of amusement as they watch amount of good. Letters
from all more than a passing influence.
retary Bryan, Acting Secretary John
rates the superintendent and assistant su- parts of the state Indicate the interReduced
Rates Reduced
Bonds were easy.
Bassett Moore introduced the new amhave been secured for the stute Sun- perintendent laboriously picking out est there is aroused, and that the conWeakness of standard stocks left bassador. Sir Cecil read a brief adEndeavth
on
letters
a
machin
Christian
school
the
and
day
vention will be largely attended. As many of the minor properties in a dress and the
typewriting
president made a sho't
or conventions to be held here in as the endeavor tp answer their corre- has already been noted in these col- rather
vulnerable position "and after lesponse, after which the ambassador
Mr. "White and Mr.
umns some time ago the state high a bear
July. The Santa Fe will give a rate spondence.
onslaught prices gave way presented members of his staff.
of one and
fares sold June
say they can now appreciate way uoUi..ii&H.o.i ..us asKeu xor a
Rose Bashes and Blooming Shrubs.
sharply. Underwood typewriter and
28 to July 3 inclusive and good to and tj its fullest degree tho services of
uuiiu isnuc lor uiB improveVireinia . Carol Inn
chemical
issues
Work for tba New Mextcaa. it Is
Including July 8. The Denver & Rio a stenographer, as the young lady who ment of state highways.
new local records.
reached
for you, for Snta Ft and
working
so
one
over
a
rate
of
will
fare
the
Grande
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
ably presides
give
mysteries
Phone 12.
The Governor Will Be There,
The market closed wpnk. When the the new state
for the round trip for the same time. of shorthand and so deftly operates
Ihe state will be represented from break in Southern Pacific reached four
The conventions will be in session the typewriter keys is ill with the
the capitol ft the convention held in points, the price touching 94
the
during the first week In July, the Sun- mumps.
Albuquerque of county road boards lowest in five years, the general mar
Big Project For Water Power.
day school convention here the first
aud
Governcommissioners
county
by
jket gave v,av more abruptly. High
three days, July 1, 2 and 3, and the
William C. McDonald, State En priced railroad stocks scored losses of
Christian Endeavor in session July 4, Hio uranae to develop power in the
'
J. A. French,
and by Mr. one to two points and some industrials
5 and 6.
White Rock canyon, about eight miles' gineer
Case in the supreme court this week above Labajada hill has been granted French's able assistant road engineer, were much weaker.
-- ISJ. W. Johnson.
The latter two will go
Traders sold the Harriman stocks
involves title to lands worth a for by the state engineer to C. M. Lang,
to
down
and
Albuquerque
at
Wednesday
will, Southern Pacific falling 3
tune. An abstract from us would who has organized the State
Light & will be joined by the governor, who and Union Pacific 3
have shown up the defective title. fower company for the purpose of furpoints. Active
to
been
down
has
his
at
Carrizoranch
also went on In other parts
Santa Fe Title Abstract Co., R. B.
and jjower to all thus re- zo, and the three will attend the meet- selling
light
nishing
NON-KIN- K
of the list.
U. S. Bank & Trust Co.
preLee, Secy.
gion, including Santa Fe, Albuquerque ing of the State Good Roads associa- ferred
gave way 3 points; Reading
Bldg.
and Las Vegas. Mr. Lang is from Salt tion there the day before the conand Steel 1
and numerous other
Motorcycle Delivery Lake City, Utah, and
together with vention.
a point or more. The halt to
shares
Service.
Pash
Bros,
Motorcyclery.
is the best that can
ether persons is here to perfect arWeights and Measures Act.
the improvement in the bond market
127 San Franctscp St. Phone 96J.
be produced. It is
rangements for the erection of a 15,Persons desiring copies of the and the unmistakable slowing up of
The Chamber of Commerce will 000
horse power plant that may be de- weights and measures
made by the Boston
act, session general business increased bearish
meet this, Tuesday, evening at the
Woven Hose& Rubveloped into an important and valu- laws of 1913, can obtain them by cal- sentiment.
auditorium rooms of the old Palace, able
addition to the manufacturing ling on or writing to Secretary of State
ber Co,, the largest
and a full attendance is looked for. Not and
utility power of this section of Antonio A. Lucero.
in the world. NON-KIN- K
BOX CAR THIEVES
only will some important reports of the state.
is a superior
SURPRISED AT WORK.
committees be made, but there are
State Sewer System Here.
PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL" NOT
moulded pure
new matters which concern every res- The state legislature having approTHE "CATHOLIC" CHURCH.
Ogden, Utah, May 0. -- Three box caf
Para Rubber.
itfent and taxpayer in the city that
priated some 9i)00 at its last session
thieves were captured at ten o'clock
will be considered.
Secretary Jean-cc- for the construction of a Droner sewer
and President Dorinan are very Drutam fni. l,n
Philadelphia, Pa., May 6 The this morning by an armed posse on a
!1
i
i"i mo lapuui 1...
uuuuiUK. OlHie
mnvotnont
hange the name of the Union Pacific special train responding
busy seeing the present members who
Red Color
I'.ngineer French will begin work at Protestant
church was vot- to a call for aid from the conductor of
have been somewhat delinrment and once
,iscopal
and a Popular
on the same. The sewer system ed down
at the 139th annual a freight train side tracked at Wyuta,
in their interest and there will not
,ay
lax
teller with
will be constructed westward and will
of the Pennsylvania dio- en the boundary
line be wsn ,Vtah
convent'
only be renewed interest in the cham- follow the course of the
us for 5 years.
Fe river cese.
Santa
.. resolution the convention and Wyoming.
Conductor William'
new
but
have
members
several
ber,
for about four miles and permission declareu it inexpedient to
the Ruddell, discovering that thieves had
change
and are expected soon to be- has
joined
been granted to connect the sys- name of the church by
anteed and Yjpf "WrtX
JUST THINK WHAT
inserting the entered one of the cars of his train and
come associated with the body. The tem
with that of the city of Santa Fe. word "Catholic" in the title or to were at work
an Extra Good
open boxes of an abundance of
chamber extends a cordial invitation
breaking
pleasure you could
The work will lie done by convict change the title page of the book of merchandise,
summoned
Quality
to all citizens interested in the growth
help from
not only now,
a
Kodak
have
with
and will aid materially to the common prayer.
labor,
Evanston. The bandits were taken by
of the city to be present, and the memof sewerage in this city.
system
but
for
rest of your
the
and
out
to
conven
in
practically
ordered
the
turn-cuthe
t
or
surprise
glare!
Delegates
general
course, will
bers, themselves,
Important Good Road Meetings.
tion of the church in New York next of many fuses, which had been lighted
life.
tonight in large numbers.
iwo Dig good road meets will be October were instructed to oppose to guard against escape. While being
The Camera will never get to be
Just received another big shipment
held in Albuquerque this week. The the movement for the change, which handcuffed, the desperadoes cursed
of that delicious
made
candy
by one to
a
thing of the past.
be held Thursday is that of was proposed by the diocese of Cali- and threatened their captors.
Johnston, at Zook's Pharmacy.
Roads association. fornia.
The thieves are supposed to be memNew Fire Alarm It has been sttg-- j the State Good
bers of a desperate gang which has
The vote on the resolution was:
gestod since, the somewhnt disastrous Following .this the next day. Friday.
PHARMACY
May 9, pursuant to a call issued some
been successfully operating in tills
Aye, clericals, 130; laymen, 93.
die which occurred last Monday morn- time
the
ago
state
by
highway com
Nay, clericals 93; laymen 27.
region.
ing at an early hour, that in view c.
the fact that Santa Fe lias only a volunteer department, and its members
have to depend largely on some noise
out of the ordinary to awaken them
mm
and to arouse the community in genjKm
n
eral that might have to be called on
tn assist in fighting fire, that either
the city or the Santa Fe Water &
Light company would confer a benefit
on the city by installing either a loud
If it's right why change it? A multiand audible bell, or a mocking bird
plicity of models is evidence that the
vhtstle.' The present instrument is
is
stHI
maker
There
experimenting.
next to useless, being cracked and utis but one Ford model. And for five
terly unable to reach the ears of a
years our rapidly growing factories
small number of our citizens. In com
haven't been able to make all we could
pliance with such suggestion the wa
sell because it is right.
ter and light company have arranged
for the installment of a mocking bird
More than i quarter of million Fords
is
whistle, which has been purchased in
now in service convincing evidence
Nellie
will
and
be
Albuquerque,
put in this
ol their wonderful merit. Runabout,
week at the power plant.
$f2.-- ;
Mrs.
close
Touring Car, $000; Town Car,
Use Pure Vanilla, it pays to use a
?S0O
f. o. b. Detroit, with all equipFe
good, pure extract if you want to get
ment. C!et interesting "Ford Times"
local
best
the
from
results
your cookingJ
from Dept. F, Detroit; Ford Motor
and baking. Zook has it.
Company.
Three Handsome Folders The San-t.- i
NO SCHEME! NO FAKE!
k STRAIGHT FORWARD MERIT CONTEST
Fe railroad has issued three handsome folders, in which attention is
PLEASE REMEMBER
drawn to Santa Fe. One is in honor
Wood-Davi- s
possiof the twenty-sixtinternational con
ONLY MERCHANDISE PURCHASES
vention of the United Society of Chris-tioIf It's Hardware We Have It.
CONEndeavor, to be held in Los An
COUNT IN
OR DUE
geles, July 13, and is a beautiful little
ComNew
SANTA FE
NEW MEXICO.
specimen of the printers' art. In It
the Santa Fe railroad calls attention
tr; the old capital from which the road
contakes its name, its antiquity,
its
quaintness, its Pajarito park near by,
and the extensive prehistoric ruins of
HARDWARE AND HOUSE
this section. A similar folder is also
INGS ARE USED BY EVERYBC
issued for the coming national con2,GC0
NO
ONE GOES BAREFOOTED.
vention of letter carriers to be held
in San Francisco In August. The fold
ALL HAVE YO EAT.
er calls attention to the free side trips
to points on the road, which include
So
a vfeit to Santa Fe. The third folder
it issued for the meeting of the grand
lodge of Elks, which will be held in
NOTE
CHANGE IN VALUE OF VOTES-D- UE
CASH
BILLS COUNT
Rochester, X. Y., July 7 to 13. One
reminds
the traveler not
paragraph
Y
THIRTY-DACOUNT
PURCHASES
DOUBLE VOTES ;
ACCOUNTS COUNT
VOTES
forget Santa Fe, the oldest town in
the
I'nited
n
has
been
States,
sug
W. G. SARGENT,
AND PICK- - OUT ONE OF THE CANDIDATES
gested that it would bo a good idea
fcr
the
of
town
this
In
to get
people
VV. H. MENDENHALL,
AND HELP THEM IN THIS CONTEST.
touch, in some way with the people
who will take in these three excurto
:
you
sions and io steer them to the old
town, so that, they will be reminded
The De Vargas will be remodelled in the Spanish
cf It before they make their plans. The
style and
matter may he taken up by the chamne,vly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
CO.
ber of commerce and by our citizens.
papered. Many private baths and all the comCement Work Begun Cement work
is
Show
on the De Vargas hotel was com-forts of a first-clahotel.
in
menced today. The Hotel World in
by
a recent Issue says: "What was forSTANDING OF
merly the Palace hotel at Santa Fe,
CANDIDATES IS AS FOLLOWS :
N. M., will be remodeled and put In
Lulu Krick
G. F. McNitt... 20,865
502,111 May Closcon
Mrs.
72,702
1,295
Dorothy Safford . . . 7,300 Lucy Ortiz
first class condition at an expense of
Nellie Gann
434,594 Ida Clouthier
67,720 Petrlta Delgado ... 19,845
1,210
5,030
Lola
Michaelson
Borego
Polly
be
will
It
120,000.
as the
Mrs. W. G. Sargent. 414,511 Carmen Abreu
55,635 Tiburcita Gonzales . 19,785
1,195
Edna Lutz
4,035 Mrs. C. L. Bowlds.
De Vargas. Public rooms and guest
Mrs. C. Parsons
.. 17,455 Mrs. Gus Koch .... 3,945 Mrs. G. W. Armljo.' 1,195
320,825 Mrs. C. Patterson . . 53,138 Rumaldo Gomez
rooms will be entirely
refurnished.
Mrs. Paul Doran ...311,613 Mary Quintana
49,360 Mrs. C. F. Kanen . . . 17,225
Ernestlna Delgado . 3,185 Ruth Mendenhall . . 1,120
The house has 100 rnoma onH 11
Edith Marmon
308,590 Mrs. Fred Alarid ... 47,975 Margaret Miller ... 16,085
1,115
Cecelia Palmer ... 2,940 Jean Law
baths." For the benefit of the travMrs. E. L. Wheeler. 262,895 Mrs. V. Casados ... 45,465 Ramona Baca
15,685
Mrs. J. V. Conway. 2,670 Mrs. R. L. Cooper.. 1,110
eling public it might be well to add
Frances Leeson ....196,941 Etta Moore
44,060 Laura Montoya
15,580
Louisa Dletzel
2,275 Katherine Brown . . 1,085
that the De Vargas is doing business
Belle Anaya
105,860 Mrs. Thos. Doran... 37,685 Elena Sena
1,095
13,930
Sole "gents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Mrs. E. N. Peden.. 2,000 Edith Hampel
at the old stand all the time and the
Eloisa Herrera
93,208 Louisita Sena
1,045
31,955 Mrs. W. Parsons .. 13,915
Mrs. Dr. McCarthy.
1,595 Helen Knapp
formal "opening" or dedication to Its
Clara Gibson
79,744 Mrs. Fred Hogle ... 23,785 Mrs. A. Porterfleld. 10,280
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, farden & field seeds in bulk and
1,040
Mrs. W. B. Prince. . 1,450 Anna Dletzel
packages new title may come later, when all
Nellie Nusbaum
76,315 Mamie Lamberson . 22,540 Ruth Nix
8,545
Mrs. J. Muralter.... 1,320 Mrs. F. C. Blake
1,040
are finished.
Improvement
The
at
house
has
present
undergone
The only exclusive
many
fiouse in Santa Fe
On
Be
of
Vote For- You
convenient changes, and yet is In no
way torn up, so that guests can at
all times, have the best of service.

Grocery, Bakery and Market.
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MISS A. MUGLER

Try Our Auto Delivery Service.
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he ureat ir ratio Contest
iT IS A SURE WINNER! CH
ii

and the interest has greatly increased.
fast, and the
every effort to

The votes are coming in
leaders are putting forth
carry away the pianos..
still the leader, with

SEE THAT YOUR BALLOTS
ARE FILLED OUT IN INK OR
TYPEWRITER.

Lulu Krick
Gann pushing
her hard, and
third.
Sargent a
It means that every person in Santa
should interest themselves in this
contest and help their favorite candidate.

No votes
be
REMEMBER counted will
unless

HardwareCo.

filled out in ink
or typewriter, to prevent

h

ble errors.

n

that

THE
BILLS
Mexican Printing
TEST, as the
pany have agreed to withdraw temporarily from participating, so as not to
flict with the State Wide Contest.
FURN'?

Contestants, to
REMEMBER tell
your friends
to be sure and
mark your name plainly on the
ballot. This week there were
over
votes without a name
on them.

It was The Palace Hotel,
IT IS NOW

THE DE VARGAS

where can you get three more popular
lines to work on?
TRIPLE VOTES;
SINGLE

THE

t-

Proprietor.
Business Manager.

L

LOOK OVER, THE LIST BELOW

ss

WHOLESALE

It will.

cost

1

nothing
help some friend. Remember the contest stores are the following
THE MODERN GROCERY CO., JOHN PFLUEGER,
THE SANTE FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY
It the snap and progressiveness of these merchants that made this contest possible.
your appreciation
taking interest the contest and patronizing them.
THE
THE

AND RETAIL

....

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

....

......
....

grain

Phone Black

45

LEO HERSCH

Very Careful and Put

Pbone Blae

45

New Mexican Wunl

bring results.

Try

it

Ads

always

Each Ballot the Name

the Candidate

Wish to

Get Busy and get one of these Fifteen Pianos

t
t

t

